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SUMMARY
Hypertension, or high blood pressure, is a cardiovascular disease that affects nearly a
third of the US population and is expected to grow by nearly 10% by 2030. Hypertension
is a significant contributing factor in cardiovascular diseases such as stroke or heart attacks,
and annual medical costs associated with hypertension amount to a staggering $131 bil-
lion. As such, the World Health Organization (WHO) has labeled hypertension as a “global
public health issue.” Therefore, there is great interest to develop novel methods to prop-
erly diagnose and monitor this disease. Unfortunately, the current standard for monitoring
blood pressure at home involves the use of a cumbersome and inconvenient oscillometric
cuff. This method of monitoring blood pressure provides limited insight into heart health,
is inconsistently reproduced, and may not capture the daily variations in blood pressure that
occur. Less obtrusive systems requiring minimal user effort would enable seamless cardio-
vascular monitoring in daily life and relieve much of the burden of regular blood pressure
monitoring.
Alternative approaches to the cuff are devices that utilize the concept of pulse transit
time (PTT). PTT is the time interval for an arterial pulse wave to travel along the arterial
wall from a proximal to a distal site, relative to the heart. PTT has been shown in previous
works to have an inverse relationship with blood pressure. However, limited techniques
exist to conveniently measure PTT in daily life.
This work focuses on developing two techniques for convenient PTT measurements
using a scale-based and wearable approach. First, a scale-based approach utilizes full-body
vibrations captured based on ballistocardiogram to provide a measurement of the pulse at
a proximal location to the heart. We created a custom-made optical sensor on the foot to
measure the distal pulse timing. We further refined the measurement of the distal pulse by
developing an array-based optical sensor and signal selection techniques to capture a pulse
wave while a subject simply stands quietly to obtain a measurement. Using these proximal
xvi
and distal sensors, the scale-based approach captures true aortic pulse transit time and
provides a superior estimation compared to conventional timing based methods. Second, a
watch-based sensor, SeismoWatch, allows the user to sense pulse timings at the chest and
the wrist. To acquire two timing references for PTT, an inertial sensor detects the vibrations
of the chest associated with opening of the aorta, based on seismocardiography, and an
optical sensor at the wrist measures the distal pulse wave. SeismoWatch is non-invasive
and compact, allowing for convenient and portable blood pressure tracking.
The systems presented in this work allow for monitoring PTT in a home setting. This
work paves the way for methods that are convenient and robust enough for out-of-clinic






Blood pressure, usually measured in millimeters of Mercury (mmHg), is the pressure ex-
erted by circulating blood on the walls of blood vessels [1]. It is recorded as two values,
systolic blood pressure (SP) and diastolic blood pressure (DP), and written as SP/DP. Sys-
tolic blood pressure is the intra-arterial pressure when the heart is at full contraction and
diastolic blood pressure is the intra-arterial pressure when the heart is fully relaxed. Mean
arterial pressure (MAP) is another value which represents the average intra-arterial blood
pressure during a cardiac cycle (contraction and relaxation). Elevated blood pressure, or
hypertension, is widely known as the leading risk factor for cardiovascular diseases (CVD),
such as heart attack and stroke. The impact of hypertension on morbidity and mortality of
CVD has been referenced as early as 1959 in a study of nearly 5 million adults that demon-
strated a strong and direct relationship between level of BP and risk of complications and
death [2]. More recent studies have demonstrated associations between a higher SP and DP
and CVD. A meta-analysis of 61-studies showed that increases in SP and DP exponentially
increases the risk of CVD, with each increase in 20 mmHg in SP and 10 mmHg above
140/90 in DP doubling the chance of death from stroke, heart disease, or other vascular
disease (Figure 1.1) [3].
The first comprehensive guidelines for hypertension, published in 1977, defined hyper-
tension as BP above 140/90 mmHg [4]. However, new guidelines published by the Ameri-
can College of Cardiology and American Heart Association in 2017 redefined hypertension
and divided the disease into two stages [5]. Stage I is defined as a SP of 130–139 mmHg
or a DP of 80–89 mmHg, and individuals with stage II hypertension have a SP above 140
1
Figure 1.1: Stroke mortality rate associated with systolic and diastolic pressures. Mortality
rate increases exponentially with increasing blood pressure. Adapted from [3]
mmHg or a DP above 90 mmHg. The reclassification of hypertension is attributed to the in-
crease in number of studies and meta-analyses reporting higher CVD risk in those patients
considered to have stage I hypertension [6]. With these recently established guidelines,
it is estimated that 46% of the US population have hypertension, and 32% have stage II
hypertension [5]. Aging populations have an increased burden of hypertension as BP pro-
gressively increases with age. Depending upon ethnicity, the 40-year risk of adults 45 years
of age to develop hypertension is between 84% to 92% [7].
The underlying causes of hypertension are multifactorial, including family history, obe-
sity, and lifestyle [1]. In patients with hypertension, the two factors that dictate BP are
altered: the cardiac output (CO) – or amount of blood ejected per heart beat (also known as
the stroke volume (SV)) times the heart rate – and the total peripheral vascular resistance
(PVR) [8]. The CO depends on the pumping function of the left ventricle, which in turn
depends on factors such as preload, afterload, and contractility. The PVR is a function
of the smaller smooth-muscle-lined arteries and arterioles (vessels with diameters between
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30-300 µm). The diameter of the vessels, which has a profound effect on the PVR, is con-
trolled by the contractile state of the smooth muscle and changes in response to various
local and systemic factors.
Patients with chronic or sustained hypertension typically have an increased PVR. The
most prominent cause is atherosclerosis, or the thickening of the arterial wall and the
narrowing of the vessel. Hypertension damages the inner arterial wall initiating an ex-
cessive inflammatory response that thickens the wall and impairs endothelial functions.
Atherosclerosis causes an increased strain on the heart and over time damages major organs
such as the eyes or kidneys [9]. Ultimately, prolonged hypertension impairs the function
of the arteries and leads to end organ damage such as heart failure, kidney failure, vascular
aneurysms and retinopathy [10].
In individuals, especially young adults with stage I hypertension (BP = 130-139/80-
89 mmHg), the PVR is often normal and the raised hypertension can be attributed to an
increase of CO due to an increase in cardiac contractility and heart rate [11]. While the
prevalence of CVDs is lower in these patients than patients with established stage II hy-
pertension, patients with stage I hypertension are likely to develop issues involving their
vascular system, increasing the PVR and transitioning to stage II hypertension [12]. Based
upon an 8-year follow up study, individuals 50 years or younger with stage I hypertension
are at a 2.57-fold greater risk of developing stage II hypertension [13]. Thus, monitoring
of blood pressure in younger subjects is of particular importance to prevent complications
that would arise later in life.
Individuals in low-resource settings are especially vulnerable to issues associated with
hypertension and are less likely to partake in interventions to manage hypertension. Ac-
cording to the World Health Organization (WHO), nearly two-thirds of worldwide deaths
attributed to hypertension occur in developing countries [14]. The high cost of current tech-
nology and the lack of proper training limit the ability to control BP on a wider population
basis [15]. Blood pressure monitoring devices need to be inexpensive, easy to use, and
3
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accurate to be effective and allow for continuous measurements in these areas.
To diagnose and manage hypertension, clinicians rely on both clinic and home read-
ings to properly diagnosis and develop management techniques [16]. While readings are
typically limited to semi-regular clinical visits, actual blood pressure is much more dy-
namic and varies at a much shorter time interval, with the ability to change drastically even
within a few heartbeats. In addition to providing a more complete picture of heart health
and hemodynamics, providing home measurements has several other benefits. Serial BP
monitoring allows for estimates of a drug’s efficacy over a short period [17], removes the
white-coat effect present only in a clinic [18], and predicts CVD better than clinic based
readings [16, 19]. Also, home monitoring systems improve a patient’s self-management of
hypertension, allowing them to be actively involved in their cardiovascular health [20]. A
meta-analysis of 18 controlled trials (1359 patients) showed that those individuals who had
home monitoring reduce BP to a greater extent than those who had standard clinic readings
[21].
The gold-standard for monitoring BP is through an intra-arterial catheter with an at-
tached strain gauge [22]. This technique measures BP continuously and directly but is in-
vasive and not ideal for longitudinal monitoring. CardioMEMs is a wireless pressure sensor
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inserted directly in the pulmonary artery for ubiquitous at-home monitoring. While effec-
tive at reducing hospitalization of patients with heart failure, the device is expensive and
requires an invasive procedure. Also, CardioMEMs only tracks the pulmonary BP while
standardized BP management techniques typically rely on systemic BP measurements [18].
The most common approach to monitoring home BP involves an automatic cuff based
on oscillometry. To accurately record BP, a clinician fits a subject with a cuff of the appro-
priate size and shape. The subject then attaches that cuff to a limb, typically the upper arm,
and remains still as the cuff self-inflates and slowly deflates. The device records the arterial
pulsations during the deflation to calculate both systolic and diastolic pressures.
For the most part, this form of BP monitoring is relatively inexpensive and accurate
[23]; however, limitations do exist. First, an oscillometric device requires a lengthy proce-
dure during which the user must remain in a static position. The cuff inflates to pressure
well above occlusion of the artery, potentially troublesome to subjects with high blood pres-
sure or a large arm diameter. Most standards then require multiple readings for an accurate
measurement with a suitable amount of time between readings to allow BP in the arm to
return to normal levels. To add to the inconvenience, the device itself is cumbersome and
bulky, typically limiting the amount of measurements to the home. Omron Healthcare at-
tempted to resolve this issue by incorporating a cuff in a wrist-watch (Heart Guide, Omron
Heathcare, Kyoto, Japan). However, wrist-worn devices have significantly lower mea-
surement accuracies compared to upper-arm BP cuffs [24] while monitoring more distal
arteries rather than central arteries. Further, both types of oscillometric cuffs rely solely on
the pulse amplitude and tend to be inaccurate in subjects with weak pulses from disorders
such as atherosclerosis or obesity [25].
Previous works attempt to use ultrasounds to estimate blood pressure. Zakrzewski et at.
used a combination of an ultrasound and pressure sensors to measure arterial BP [26]. This
method applies a well-known method, quantitative ultrasound elastography, to estimate
arterial stiffness and thus BP. While the concept is well supported, the ultrasound requires
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a skilled operator and may be too expensive for universal use. Wang et al. developed a
small, flexible, and wearable patch to extract BP changes by measuring the arterial diameter
through ultrasound [27]. However, this device does not take into account the effects of
smooth muscle contractions and requires precise placement to ensure proper measurement
of an artery.
A technique that has recently gained popularity lately uses the concept of pulse transit
time (PTT). PTT is the time interval for a pulse wave to travel from two separate loca-
tions along the arterial tree and has been shown to be inversely related to BP [28]. This
technique requires only the timing of the pulse waves, allowing PTT to be measured using
many unobtrusive well-established cardiovascular monitors. As such, systems that monitor
PTT have potential to integrate seamlessly in one’s life to estimate BP. The work in this
thesis focuses on developing techniques for measuring the timing references necessary to
calculate BP.
1.2 Major Contributions of this Work
While PTT has been established as a valid technique to estimate BP, it is difficult to conve-
niently and unobtrusively measure the needed timing references. This work focuses on two
techniques to address this need: an at-home bathroom scale and a custom-built watch-based
wearable device. Both systems have been extensively evaluated in terms of their robustness
and ability to estimate BP.
The weighing scale is able to sense the full-body vibrations associated with the move-
ment of blood, or the ballistocardiogram (BCG). Previous works have used the BCG to
estimate the initial ejection of blood but have not used it as a proximal timing reference
for PTT calculation. Additionally, there are no known sensors that can conveniently, and
without any initial set up, measure a valid distal timing reference during standing. Devel-
oping a system in a scale that can gather both timings for PTT calculations would allow for
convenient measurement during a basic task: standing. Additionally, there are few devices
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that measure true PTT. By incorporating PTT measurement in a wearable, unobtrusive de-
vice, BP trend can be estimated throughout the day more easily than with a conventional
BP cuff.
The main contributions of this work are given below:
1. Demonstrated that the proximal timing reference for PTT can be measured using
the BCG. This work laid the foundation for incorporating a PTT-based monitor in a
standard home weighing scale.
2. Utilized an optical sensor, or photoplethysmogram (PPG), to measure the pulse wave
at the foot during standing to use as a distal timing reference for PTT calculations.
This technique yields more reliable and consistent PPG than commercial optical sen-
sors, particularly in a standing posture.
3. Created an array of PPG sensors to be positioned underneath the sole during standing.
The array automatically detects high quality pulse waveforms of larger, more elastic
arteries that exhibit a higher correlation to BP. In combination with a scale, PTT is
measured without the need for initial setup or attached sensors.
4. Showed that PTT derived from scale-based BCG and foot PPG can estimate BP
trends. We compared scaled-based PTT to conventional timing-based methods to
estimate BP during varying perturbations. We showed that scale-based PTT is statis-
tically superior at estimating blood pressure, in particular diastolic pressure.
5. Developed a wearable device in a watch form factor to measure PTT while the user
performs a simple maneuver. By simultaneously measuring the vibrations of the
sternum in response to a heartbeat, or seismocardiography (SCG), and the arrival of




The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the physiological back-
ground to PTT and methods for determining the required timing references. Chapter 3
focuses on the scale-based method, and Chapter 4 presents the work related to the watch-
based method.
Chapter 3 investigates the potential of a scale-based system to extract PTT. The chap-
ter describes the steps we took to validate the BCG as a proximal timing reference for
PTT. Then, we introduce two sensing modalities for the the distal timing reference, one
positioned on the dorsum of the foot and one placed below the sole. Finally, both timing
references are combined for PTT calculations to estimate BP and then compared to conven-
tional techniques that use timing reference to estimate BP. In Chapter 4, we first introduces
SeismoWatch and then describe the study to validate the watch as a method to track BP.
Then, an improved version of the device is presented. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this




2.1 Pulse Transit Time and Its Relationship to BP
As described in Chapter 1, PTT represents the time delay for a pressure wave to travel from
a proximal to a distal location along the arterial tree. To estimate BP, PTT leverages the
Moens-Korteweg equation that relates the pulse wave velocity (PWV)—defined as PWV =
d / PTT, where d is the distance traveled along the arterial tree—to the arterial wall elasticity









where L is the arterial inertance per unit length, h is the wall thickness, r is the vessel radius,
and ⇢ is the blood density [28]. Furthermore, the compliance of the artery is inversely
related to the pressure (P):
C(P ) =
Am




where AM , P0, and P1 are subject-specific parameters [29]. Popular physical models com-
bine these principles to correlate BP to PWV. By substituting (2.2) into (2.1) and assuming






Figure 2.1: PTT is the time delay for a pulse wave to travel from a proximal to distal site
in the arterial tree and is inversely related to blood pressure
Replacing the inverse function seen in (2.2) with an exponential arterial model proposed
by Hugues, et al. [30], a logarithmic model relates PTT and BP,
BP = K3 ⇤ ln(PTT ) +K4 (2.4)
where K1, K2, K3, and K4 are subject-specific parameters that take into account the length
of the measurement site, arterial diameter, and the arterial elasticity [28]. Currently, esti-
mation of these parameters is accomplished by taking various PTT and BP readings and
using least-squares regression.
Much of the work estimating BP from PTT relies on the correlation between arterial
stiffness and BP; however, stiffness can vary due to factors independent of BP. The acti-
vation of smooth muscle and the hardening of the arterial wall through aging and diseases
both impact the arterial stiffness. The activation of smooth muscle recruits collagen to
constrict the artery. Collagen has a higher Young’s modulus and can increase the arterial
stiffness when the artery is constricted. Arteries that are distally located along the arte-
rial tree, such as arterioles and capillaries, contain larger percentages of collagen and are
susceptible to factors that activate smooth muscle such as medication, neurological control
systems, or endothelial activation. This effect is mitigated in larger, more central arteries
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Figure 2.2: Diameter of the brachial artery and aorta in response to external pressure.
The state of the smooth muscle (SM) changes the arterial stiffness of the brachial pressure
independent to blood pressures. More central arteries, such as the aorta, are less effected
by the smooth muscle, allowing for a tighter correlation to blood pressure. Adapted from
[32]
that consist of a larger portion of elastin, which reduces the impact of smooth muscle [28].
Thus, the more central arteries, such as the aorta, exhibit a stronger correlation to BP than
do peripheral arteries, as is seen in Figure 2.2. PTT-estimated BP techniques will show a
higher correlation if the path between the two measurement sites consists of these central
arteries.
Aged arteries show a structural difference associated with arteriosclerosis, thickening
the wall with exaggerated deposits of collagen, elastin, and proteoglycans. Also, in larger
arteries, the continuous strain placed on the wall increases the diameter of the artery over
time, changing the relationship between PWV and arterial stiffness shown in (2.1). This
structural change affects the speed at which the pulse wave travels through the artery [31].
As such, calibration measurements of PTT estimated BP should be limited to a certain time
period, typically a few years in more central arteries and a few months, or even less, in
smaller, more peripheral arteries.
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2.2 Pulse Arrival Time as a Surrogate for Pulse Transit Time
A common—though physiologically inaccurate—alternative to PTT-estimated BP is through
the measurement of the pulse arrival time (PAT), or the timing interval between the R-wave
of the electrocardiogram (ECG) and the pulse wave at a distal location. Measuring PAT
presents advantages over PTT due to the ease of measurement and high signal quality of
the ECG. The ECG can be measured through a wristwatch-based device [33], electronic
textiles with integrated electrodes [34], and an armchair with electrodes on the armrests
[35].
Researchers pursuing PAT-based approaches argue that the ECG R-wave represents the
electrical depolarization of the heart and thus marks the start of the hearts contraction that
ejects the blood into the aorta. While the ECG R-wave represents the start of the cardiac
cycle, it is not a valid representation of the timing of a forward-going pulse wave. A crucial,
often overlooked, time delay occurs between the onset of the R-wave and the ejection of
blood, called the pre-ejection period (PEP).
PAT = PEP + PTT (2.5)
With the electrical depolarization of the left ventricle, an isovolumetric contraction of the
heart begins, during which the blood is static and the pressure builds. The ventricular
pressure continues to increase until it exceeds the aorta pressure, thus opening the aortic
valve and propagating the pulse wave forward [36]. This non-zero, variable time delay
changes independent of BP due to shifts in cardiac contractility and after-load [37, 38].
Since PEP represents a non-negligible portion of the PAT (between 12 to 35% of total PAT
as seen in [39]), PAT-based techniques can produce inaccurate estimations of BP. As noted
in a previous study [39], subjects injected with a vasoactive drug experienced an increase
in peripheral resistance, leading to an increase in BP and a decrease in PTT. PEP, however,
increased due to the need to overcome the now-higher aortic pressure in order to open the
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aortic valve. By excluding PEP from BP-estimation, the study saw improved correlations
to BP.
2.3 Distal and Proximal Timing References for Pulse Transit Time
The main advantage of using PTT over a conventional oscillometric cuff is the ability to
use near-passive sensors: in other words, sensors that do not require the user to perform
any action, nor be perturbed in any way by the measurement apparatus, for the data to be
collected. An oscillometric cuff measures internal pressure by applying an external pres-
sure and measuring the response. To increase the accuracy, the cuff sweeps through a wide
range of pressures. While this technique enables one to characterize the arterial pressure
during the entire cardiac cycle, providing values of both systolic and diastolic pressure, this
intervention makes the cuff bothersome and inconvenient. On the other hand, measuring
PTT to estimate BP requires no active systems. With PTT, only the timing reference of the
pulse wave is needed and can be obtained by passively sensing a wide range of established
cardiovascular signals (Figure 2.3) A downside of PTT is the need for two independent
measurements of the pulse wave at different sites, one proximal and one distal in relation to
the heart. While clinical measurements typically place either localized pressure sensors—
also known as tonometers—or ultrasound probes at the carotid and femoral arteries [40,
41, 42], these are infeasible for at home use due to the high cost and the inconvenience
of measurement. To be suitable for home use, techniques to measure PTT must be easily
implemented, convenient, and have the ability to measure the two timing references from
the same system. This work explores various monitoring techniques and combinations for
feasible home PTT monitors.
2.3.1 Photoplethysmogram
A noninvasive measuring technique used extensively in clinics as the basis for pulse oxime-
try is photoplethysmography (PPG). PPG requires an optical sensing approach composed
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Figure 2.3: Example waveform with labeled physiological markers for electrocardio-
gram (ECG), seismocardiogram (SCG), ballistocardiogram (BCG), impedance cardiogram
(ICG) and photoplethysmogram (PPG)
of a light source and a photosensor. As the volume of arterial blood fluctuates during each
cardiac cycle, the artery absorbs varying amounts of light, fluctuating the amount of light
transmitted or reflected—depending on the mode—into the photosensor, creating the PPG
waveform. The resulting waveform from the photosensor represents the change in arterial
blood volume [47]. The BP and PPG waveform look similar and attempts have been made
to predict BP using this signal alone, leveraging machine learning techniques to extract
features from the PPG [48, 49]. However, this approach may not be valid as PPG depends
on intravascular pressure, the distensibility of the vascular wall, and oxygen content of
hemoglobin [50].
The PPG waveform depends greatly on the mode of operation and wavelength of the
light. PPG can operate either in a transmissive or reflective mode, with both offering certain
advantages [43]. Transmissive-mode allows for a majority of the light energy to propagate
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Figure 2.4: Various form factors of at-home cardiovascular sensors. (a) A ring PPG sensor
[43]. (b) Glasses with integrated PPG sensors on the frame [44]. (c) A weighing scale
with BCG measuring circuit. (d) A bed with force sensors under the mattress, [45] (e) The
MagIC vest [46]. (f) A wearable patch that measures the ECG and SCG signals.
through the tissue, increasing the signal quality, but the mechanism behind this mode limits
sensing to the toes, fingers, or earlobe. Signal quality of reflective-mode PPGs varies based
on sensor location and is typically more susceptible to motion artifacts but can be used
in more locations than transmissive mode. In reflective mode, the wavelength of the light
varies the penetration depth of the measurement, with longer wavelengths having higher
penetration depths [51]. Wearable heart rate monitors typically use green over red or in-
frared (IR) because of the greater signal amplitude and lower motion artifacts needed for
robust peak detection [52, 53]. However, green wavelength mostly senses the cutaneous
microvasculature. Longer wavelengths such as red and IR are able to penetrate deeper into




Another waveform of interest in this work is ballistocardiogram (BCG), or the measure-
ment of the reaction force caused by the movement of blood. As the blood ejects out of
the left ventricle and travels through the aortic arch, a reactionary force couples into the
musculoskeletal system. While this signal was first discovered in the 1800s [54], BCG is
not used in the clinic, presumably due to its susceptibility to motion artifacts and the emer-
gence of the ECG to reliably monitor heart rate. Inherently, BCG is a three-dimensional
force, though most of the work focuses on the head-to-foot vector [55]. The traditional
head-to-foot waveform comprises of three main complexes: the I, J, and K waves as seen
in Figure 2.3. Each wave represents the acceleration of blood in various parts of the arterial
tree [56]. In particular, the I wave corresponds to the initial movement of blood from the
left ventricle during the cardiac ejection. As such, previous work has shown a correlation
between the timing of the I wave and the PEP [57].
Measuring the BCG is of benefit because it enables a proximal signal to be captured
using a distal sensor. The mechanism produces a full body acceleration and has potential
to be measured anywhere on the body as long as the subject remains still. BCG has been
recently monitored using various inexpensive and convenient systems such as a weighing
scale [57], chair [58], and bed [59]. Furthermore, placing accelerometers on the body,
including the wrist, demonstrates the potential of using wearable devices to capture the
BCG [60].
2.3.3 Seismocardiogram
In contrast to the BCG, which measures whole-body movements in response to the heart-
beat, the seismocardiogram (SCG) measures the local vibrations of the chest wall in re-
sponse to heart and blood movement. This signal should not be confused with the phono-
cardiogram (PCG) which is commonly measured in a clinic with a stethoscope. While
the PCG contains the higher frequency vibrations (30-150Hz) caused by the closing of the
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heart valves [61], the SCG is the low-frequency motion of the heart and blood (less than
25Hz) [62]. The physiological markers that the SCG is believed to represent include the
mitral valve closure (MC), isovolumetric contraction (IC), aortic valve opening (AO), rapid
ejection (RE), aortic valve closure (AC), mitral valve opening (MO), and rapid filling (RF)
[57]. However, subject variability and sensor misplacement can make it difficult to discern
the different peaks. For example, the AO point may be mistaken for neighboring peaks or
the MC point may be smoothed off and difficult to locate [63].
Typical measurements of the SCG use an accelerometer in contact with the sternum.
Chuo et al. developed a flexible platform consisting of a MEMS accelerometer with an ad-
hesive backing for SCG monitoring during the day [64]. MagIC is a textile-based wearable
device, similar to a shirt, capable of measuring the SCG [46]. Regardless of the form-factor,
sensors must be placed consistently on the middle or lower potion of the sternum, where
the AO point corresponds closely in time with the cardiac ejection. Misplacement of the
sensor distorts the signal and shifts the timing of the various markers of the SCG [65].
2.3.4 Bioimpedance
Other measurements commonly used in PTT calculations include impedance cardiogram
(ICG) and impedance plethysmogram (IPG) signals. ICG measures the changing impedance
of the blood in the thorax and is typically used to estimate cardiac output [66]. The initia-
tion of the rapid upslope of the ICG towards the maximum—called the b-point—represents
the start of the cardiac ejection [67]. Typical measurements of ICG use wet electrodes in
two separate locations, one below and one above the heart, making it inconvenient for
home use. Previous works measure convenient ICG through textile integration, but is also
inconvenient as it requires a custom-made shirt to be continuously worn [68]. IPG uses
the same principles as ICG but measures the fluctuations of impedance associated with the
pulsation of arterial vessels in a given area of interest [69]. Measurements can be taken
at distal locations and have been incorporated in both a scale [70] and a wrist device [71].
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However, distal timing can be difficult to extract in certain subjects, as IPG signal quality
tends to be low in obese individuals, critically ill patients, patients with heart failure, and
other patients with weaker circulation [67, 72].
2.3.5 Techniques Used in this Thesis
After comparing these monitors, we utilized the BCG, SCG, and PPG to develop two form
factors for PTT monitoring: a standard weighing scale and a wrist watch. The scale mea-
sures both the BCG and PPG at the foot for the proximal and distal timing reference for
PTT, respectively. We extensively evaluated this system through human subject testing and
validated both the BCG and PPG as effective timing references. While this system provided
aortic PTT for BP estimation, the scale is restricted to at-home monitoring. To address this
limitation, we developed a watch-based system to allow for mobile PTT measurements. By
performing a simple maneuver to capture the SCG at the sternum, the watch measures the
proximal timing through the SCG and the distal timing with a PPG sensor on the wrist.




WEIGHING SCALE-BASED METHOD FOR UBIQUITOUS PULSE TRANSIT
TIME MEASUREMENT
3.1 Introduction
This work in this chapter established weighing scale-based PTT as a potential means for
cuffless BP monitoring. Standard weighing scales are widely used to monitor cardiac
health, improve weight loss [73] and indicate signs of heart failure [74]. Incorporating a
BP monitor in a scale would further improve hemodynamic assessment in a single device.
First, we showed that the BCG could be used as a proximal timing reference. Then, we
developed a method of extracting a distal timing reference on the dorsum of the foot that is
superior to using commercially available PPG sensors. We further improved distal timing
sensing by developing an array of PPG sensors to extract a valid timing reference at the sole
automatically. Finally, we combined the BCG and dorsum pulse signal and demonstrated
that weighing scale-based PTT is a superior marker of BP than conventional PAT. To the
best of our knowledge, this work demonstrates the first application of a weighing scale-
based system for BP estimations.
3.2 Ballistocardiogram as a Proximal Timing Reference for PTT
As previously mentioned, BCG is a measurement of the reaction force of the body to the
cardiac ejection of blood into the aorta. Since the timing interval between ECG and BCG
has been shown to be strongly correlated to the PEP, it may represent a true proximal timing
reference for PTT. BCG can provide information of a proximal site at a distal location
and be incorporated in common objects such as a weighing scale, chair, or bed. While
BCG signals have been shown to be capable of tracking changes in cardiac output [75] and
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myocardial contractility [76], the signal has not yet been rigorously explored for measuring
PTT and, accordingly, estimating BP.
As such, we tested the hypothesis that the BCG waveform can be a viable proximal
timing reference for measuring PTT. We recruited subjects and measured PTT through a
modified bathroom scale and a noninvasive finger BP monitor. For comparison, we mea-
sured the PAT using the ECG as a proximal timing reference. We determined the correlation
between PTT and BP based on various distal timing references and showed an improvement
in BCG-based PTT in estimating BP compared to conventional BP measurement devices.
The work in this section was a collaborative effort with Dr. Chang-Sei Kim and Dr. Jin-
Oh Hahn of the University of Maryland and Dr. Ramakrishna Mukkamala of Michigan
State University. The main contributions from the author of this thesis to the work were
focused on the development and validation of the hardware, the planning and execution of
the human subjects studies, and assistance in the signal processing steps.
3.2.1 Human Subject Studies
The study was conducted under a protocol reviewed and approved by the Georgia Institute
of Technology Institutional Review Board. All subjects provided written consent before
experimentation. We enrolled fifteen young and healthy volunteers without any history
of hypertension or cardiovascular diseases (age: 24 ± 3 years; gender: 10 males and 5
females; weight 70 ± 12 kg; height: 175 ± 10 cm) to participate in the study.
We adapted a customized bathroom scale (BC534, Tanita, Tokyo, Japan) for BCG mea-
surement. The scale is composed of four strain gauges to measure the vertical force placed
on the scale. To capture the head-to-foot BCG, we configured the gauges to form a Wheat-
stone bridge. The output of the bridge connects to a differential amplifier followed by a
fourth-order Butterworth band-pass filter in a Sallen-Key topology (G = 81 dB, fc = 0.1
– 25 Hz). The high-pass filter allows for the removal of the DC component (the weight)
and the subsequent amplification of the BCG signal. During the study, each subject wore
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic setup for the ECG, BCG, and finger-cuff BP waveform. (b)
Overview of the protocol.
standard gel electrodes for Lead II ECG acquisition using a wireless amplifier (BN-EL50,
Biopac Systems, Goleta, CA). For BP acquisition, a finger-cuff continuous noninvasive BP
sensor based on the volume-clamp method (ccNexfin, Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, CA)
wrapped around the middle finger of the subject. The sensors interfaced to a computer via
a data acquisition unit (MP150, Biopac Systems) that collected data at a 1-kHz sample rate
and stored for post-processing (see Figure 3.1a).
After placing all the sensors on the subject and instructing the subject stand on the scale,
we began the protocol seen in Figure 3.1b. First, a baseline recording was taken while the
subject stood still for 60-seconds. We then instructed the subject to breathe deeply and
slowly. Finally, we asked the subject to perform a sustained hand grip challenge in which
the subject performed an isometric contraction against a fixed resistance using the hand
without the attached BP monitor. We chose these perturbations since they are common
day-to-day activities, easy to perform, and limited motion artifact coupled into the BCG
scale. In between the two perturbations, the subject stood at rest for 60 seconds.
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Figure 3.2: Measurement of PTT and PAT using four distal timing references. The BCG
I wave and ECG R wave were used as proximal timing references for PTT and PAT, re-
spectively. The four distal timing references included the systolic maximum, intersecting
tangent, max second derivative, and diastolic minimum.
3.2.2 Signal Processing
From the data collected, we measured PTT and PAT using the following methods. First,
to find the R-wave, a peak detection algorithm determined the local maximum within each
ECG beat. Using the R-wave, we partitioned the BP and BCG into individual beats. An
exponential-weighted moving-average filtering technique smoothed the BCG beats[77].
We deemed the local minimum that occurred immediately before the J wave (detected by
finding the maximum between the R-wave and the maximum of the BP waveform) as the I
wave. We extracted four different features from the PPG waveform to use as the distal tim-
ing reference: the intersecting tangent, maximum second derivative, diastolic minimum,
and systolic maximum. The intersecting tangent is the location of the intersection of a hor-
izontal projection passing through the minimum and a line tangent to the maximum local
gradient [78]. Finally, PTT for each beat was the time interval between the BCG I wave
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Table 3.1: Correlation of PTT and PAT with BP (Mean ± SD)
DP MAP SP
Intersecting Tangent PTT 0.62± 0.16 0.65± 0.14 0.66± 0.14
PAT 0.51± 0.19 0.59± 0.17 0.66± 0.16
Max 2nd Deriv PTT 0.54± 0.16 0.58± 0.14 0.61± 0.13
PAT 0.49± 0.18 0.56± 0.16 0.63± 0.15
Diastolic Min PTT 0.58± 0.20 0.60± 0.18 0.61± 0.18
PAT 0.52± 0.25 0.60± 0.23 0.66± 0.22
Systolic Max PTT 0.66± 0.15 0.67± 0.14 0.70± 0.12
PAT 0.60± 0.14 0.66± 0.13 0.72± 0.11
All PTT 0.60± 0.17 0.63± 0.15 0.65± 0.15
PAT 0.53± 0.20 0.60± 0.17 0.67± 0.17
and the distal timing reference while the PAT was the interval between the ECG R wave
and the distal timing reference. In total, there were four different values for PAT and PTT
for each beat as seen in Figure 3.2.
Before assessing correlation with BP, a Butterworth low-pass filter (fc = 0.1 Hz) smoothed
the PTT and PAT sequence and prevented the degradation of the PTT to BP correlation due
to inadequately measured PTT samples caused by motion artifacts coupled into the BCG.
We used the logarithmic model of PTT to formulate a calibration curve for PTT to BP
by using the least-squares method. Using the curve, we estimated BP for both PAT and
PTT. For each subject, we calculated the correlation between true versus estimated dias-
tolic pressure (DP), mean arterial pressure (MAP), and systolic pressure (SP). Four distal
timing references with three different pressure levels resulted in twelve separate r values
for each subject.
3.2.3 Use of BCG as a Proximal Timing Reference
The average BP differed greatly across subjects, varying up to 43% ± 16.5%, 43.8% ±
14.3%, and 46.2% ± 15.5% for DP, MAP, and SP, respectively. Table 3.1 summarizes the
r values for BP versus PTT as well as compares the r values for the relationship between
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BP versus PTT and PAT.
The central hypothesis of this study was that BCG could be a viable proximal timing
reference for PTT measurement. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first in-
tensive investigation to examine the efficacy of BCG, compared with ECG, as a proximal
timing reference for measuring PTT and estimating BP.
PTT based on BCG as a proximal timing reference correlated with BP reasonably well
and the corresponding confidence intervals were also narrow. The r values between DP
and PTT were much higher—ranging between 0.54 and 0.66—than previous studies with
ECG and noninvasive wrist/finger BP as proximal and distal arterial waveforms (0.30 and
0.26 - 0.54 in two studies respectively [79, 80]. The r values between SP and PTT which
were between 0.61 and 0.70 were comparable to those studies.
Comparing the r values for PTT associated with each distal timing reference, the sys-
tolic maximum method resulted in the highest r values consistently for DP, MAP, and SP,
followed by the intersecting tangent, diastolic minimum, and maximum second derivative
methods. The differences between the systolic maximum and the intersecting tangent meth-
ods were not significant while the difference between the systolic maximum and maximum
second derivative methods were significant (p < 0.05). In general, the systolic maximum
is not considered as an ideal timing reference due the potential of corruption caused by
the wave reflection phenomena. However, previous studies found a strong correlation be-
tween SP and PTT derived from the systolic maximum [79, 81]. A possible explanation
is the use of healthy young adults. The efficacy of the systolic maximum method in these
subjects may in part be attributed to relatively small wave reflection in these subjects, neg-
ligibly corrupting the systolic upstroke waveform. Regardless, the statistical insignificance
between the systolic maximum and intersecting tangent supports the later as an adequate
distal timing reference for PTT.
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Figure 3.3: Bland-Altman statistics associated with true BP versus PTT- and PAT-estimated
BP (all subjects).
3.2.4 Comparison between BCG and ECG as a Proximal Timing Reference
When comparing PTT and PAT, the most notable finding was the improved correlation with
DP through PTT rather than PAT regardless of the distal timing reference. By using PTT
over PAT, the mean r value increased by 22%, 10%, 12%, and 10% for the intersecting
tangent, maximum second derivative, diastolic minimum, and systolic maximum methods,
respectively. Additionally, the 95% confidence interval associated with PTT was 8.8%,
5.5%, and 1.0% narrower for DP, MAP, and SP, respectively, when using the intersecting
tangent method for the distal timing reference as seen in Figure 3.3. When we combined all
methods to find the distal timing together, the difference between PTT and PAT was signif-
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icant (p < 0.05). The BCG is known to be easily corrupted with motion artifact, temporally
skewing the location of the I wave. Nonetheless, PTT with BCG exhibited a stronger corre-
lation to DP and MAP than PAT, supporting the central hypothesis of this work. In contrast,
PAT outperformed PTT in estimating SP, though not statistically significant.
3.2.5 Conclusion
We demonstrated that BCG may be used as a proximal timing reference in measuring PTT,
and BCG-based PTT may be superior to PAT in estimating DP. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first intensive study to examine the validity of BCG in measuring PTT,
and ultimately, in estimating BP. While the results from our study show promise, there
are still open challenges before the efficacy of BCG in measuring PTT can be established.
Follow-up studies are required to further elucidate the strengths and weaknesses of BCG
as a proximal timing reference in measuring PTT and estimating BP.
3.3 Robust Sensing of Distal Pulse Waveform on a Weighing Scale
With the BCG as the proximal timing reference, a robust distal timing reference measurable
on the scale is needed for PTT calculations. Ideally, the distal timing reference would allow
for aortic PTT over brachial PTT due to the improved correlations to BP. While brachial
PTT is simple to obtain using a sensor measuring the finger pulse wave for the distal timing
reference, there are limited techniques to measure aortic PTT with measurements limited
to a clinical setting only. The most common approach for its measurement involves the use
of an arterial tonometer, which is placed by a medical professional first at the carotid artery,
then the femoral artery of the patient. This technique, referred to as carotid-femoral pulse
wave velocity, is the “gold” standard measurement of aortic stiffness [82] but requires a
medical professional and expensive equipment. A commonly used and cheaper measure-
ment for distal pulse timing detection is the PPG. By placing this sensor at the foot, one













Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the the proposed method of PTT/BP extraction. A representa-
tive pair of electrocardiogram (ECG), ballistocardiogram (BCG) and photoplethysmogram
(PPG) heartbeats from one subject are shown along with the time points for deriving pre-
ejection period (PEP), pulse transit time (PTT), and pulse arrival time (PAT).
Paliakaite et al. utilized toe PPG discovered that such an approach does not yield a reli-
able PPG signal for PTT calculations in standing subjects [83]. They noted that the quality
of the measured signal was highly dependent on the subject’s motion. These researchers
used median filtering over many cardiac cycles to smooth out the motion artifacts corrupt-
ing PPG feature detection, suggesting a need for an improved sensor design to facilitate
recordings over a shorter time period [83].
To advance the quality of PPG sensing from the foot towards a scale-based PTT mea-
surement system, we developed a custom reflective PPG array to measure the distal pulse
wave on the dorsum of the foot (D-PPG), as shown in Figure 3.5a. The object of this study
was to assess the reliability and validity by rigorously testing the device and comparing it
to multiple existing commercial PPG sensors. We aimed to demonstrate that this method
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Figure 3.5: (a) Front view of the D-PPG sensor (sensor number (i)) placed under the foot
strap, (b) commercially available PPG used, with (ii-iv) being transmissive sensors, and
(v) a reflective sensor, and (c) typical normalized signals from each of the sensors while a
subject is sitting (left panel) and standing (right panel).
of extracting the pulse can serve as an accurate and repeatable tool for a distal timing refer-
ence. With this validation, a convenient weighing-scale based system for measurement of
aortic PTT could thus comprise of the proximal timing measurement using BCG and the
distal timing using the D-PPG.
3.3.1 Hardware Design
At a high level, the hardware included a D-PPG sensor to obtain a pulse measurement on
the foot. The toe sensors comprised of four commercially available LED and photodiode
combinations. These sensors connected either to a custom designed analog front-end or a
commercially available transducer amplifier.
To obtain a timing reference for cardiac cycles, a wireless amplifier (BN-EL50, Biopac
Systems) and standard gel electrodes captured Lead II ECG. The D-PPG sensors have a
combination of red light emitting diodes (LEDs) and photodiodes (L1815-02 and S2386-
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18k, respectively, Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizuoka, Japan). Red LEDs matched the color
emitted from most of the commercial PPG sensors, and thereby ensured a fair compari-
son. Each of the anodes of the photodiodes on the D-PPG sensors directly connected to
a single node. This sums the output current together and assisted in removing zero-mean
uncorrelated noise.
We used the 8000 AA and 8000 LS (Nonin) and the DS100A-1 (Medtronic, Minneapo-
lis, MN) as the commercially available transmissive PPG sensors. Additionally, we in-
cluded the TSD200C (Biopac Systems) in the test to represent a commercial reflective
PPG designed to attach to the distal phalanx of the finger or toe. The commercial sensors
can be seen in Figure 3.7.
Excluding the PPG100C, all anodes of the photodiodes of the PPGs connected to a
transimpedance amplifier configured to act as a high-pass filter (fc = 1 Hz, G = 100 dB)
followed by a gain stage (G = 10 dB). The relatively high cutoff affected the amplitude
and phase information for the PPG signal; however, the motion artifacts that could have
distorted the signal will be minimized. A following second-order Butterworth Sallen-Key
filter (fc = 20 Hz, G = 20dB) further removed out-of-band noise, including 60 Hz power
line interference and 120 Hz light flickers. Each commercial sensor received a comparable
amount of power for the LEDs (⇠10 mW) with the D-PPG receiving equal to or lower
amounts of power.
The TSD200C interfaced to the PPG100C amplifier (G = 100 dB, BW = 0.01 Hz - 10
Hz). The TSD200C consisted of a matched photodiode and an infrared LED. Though the
PPG sensors of various waveforms may have produced different SNR values, we deemed
an IR LED acceptable due to the study focusing on the relative changes in PAT detection
rate for standing versus sitting.
The contact pressure has been shown to affect the SNR value of PPG signal [84]. To
provide an estimate of the pressure, a force sensor measured the orthogonal force vector
of the D-PPG sensor applied to the surface of the skin (FS20-0000-1500-G, Measurement
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Specialities, Hampton, Virginia). The sensor’s output has a 1V to 3V range corresponding
to a linear force range between 0 and 7.36N. The output of the force sensor connected to a
third-order Butterworth Sallen-Key low-pass filter (fc = 10 Hz) with unity gain.
The MP150 DAQ and its corresponding software, Acquknowledge (Biopac Systems),
sampled the sensors at 2 kHz and stored on a desktop computer for further signal process-
ing.
3.3.2 Human Subject Studies
The Georgia Institute of Technology Institutional Review Board approved this study. We
enrolled twelve young and healthy subjects (age: 25 ± 4 years; gender: seven males and
five females; weight: 70 ± 10 kg; height 175 ± 15 cm). Due to the levels of melanin
influencing the PPG signal [85], we recruited subjects of varying race and ethnicity (seven
Caucasian and five non-Caucasian).
We tested various aspects of the D-PPG sensors to optimize the design: (1) location on
the dorsal surface, (2) applied pressure, and (3) LED and photodiode configuration. The
final test (4) compared the D-PPG sensor to the commercially-available sensors previously
mentioned during both seated and standing positions. For each transition between position,
we asked the subject to remain still until the cardiovascular system reached homeostasis.
We then conducted the following tests:
1) Effects of Sensor Location
We partitioned the dorsum of the foot into seven regions, as seen in Figure 3.7c, to map out
the space of convenient surfaces that could be instrumented and placed the sensor sequen-
tially at each of the seven positions. To ensure constant contact pressure at each site, we
placed the force sensor on top of the D-PPG. A strap wrapped around the foot held both
sensors in place and minimized the amount of light that could reach the photodiodes. We
tightened the strap to a certain pressure using the force sensor as feedback. After correct
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placement of the sensors, the subject remained seated for twenty-seconds to take measure-
ments. At the end of each measurement, we removed the D-PPG and placed it in a new
location with the correct contact pressure.
2) Effects of Contact Pressure
We placed the D-PPG on the dorsal side of the foot, near the most distal end of the first
metatarsal with the pressure sensor on top. The strap wrapped around the foot in a similar
manner to the previous test. We adjusted the strap to vary the pressure through the entire
range of the force sensor (0 mmHg to 195 mmHg) in eight equal intervals. While this
range may seem at first to be high, since typical aortic systolic BP values are less than
140 mmHg for healthy subjects and any higher contact pressure would occlude the artery,
the BP at the foot during standing is significantly higher than brachial artery pressure due
to gravity-induced hydrostatic pressure. Specifically, an additive pressure of ⇢gh must
be added where ⇢ is the density of blood, g in acceleration due to gravity, and h is the
height difference between the foot and the heart. Thus, systolic pressure at the foot can
regularly exceed 200 mmHg in a healthy subject, preventing the largest pressure applied at
200 mmHg from occluding the artery. As with the previous test, the subject remained still
for twenty seconds per contact pressure to take measurements.
3) Various LED and Photodiode Configurations
We constructed five different combinations of LEDs and photodiodes as seen in Figure 3.7a.
For each configuration, we recorded twenty seconds measurement at a constant pressure on
the same location as the previous test.
4) Performance Comparison to Commercial PPG Sensors
The subject wore each of the commercial sensors on either the first or second toe after
inspection of the signal amplitude to determine the best possible location. Again, we placed
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the D-PPG in configuration I near the larger toe on the dorsum and tightened it to a constant
pressure 98 mmHg, a comfortable level of tightness for all subjects. The subject then
remained still for twenty seconds while we took measurements. Without moving their feet,
the subjects transitioned from a seated to a standing position and stood as naturally as
possible. After a brief period to reach homeostasis, the subject remained standing for 20
seconds for measurements.
3.3.3 Signal Processing
We used the following model to quantify the quality of the timing references extracted from
the various PPG waveforms. The approach leveraged the arrival of the pulse on a beat-by-
beat basis and determined if that timing was physiologically possible and therefore reliable.
Using the full recording, we calculated a term we deemed the detection ratio (DR) to give







where PATµ was the ensemble averaged—or sample-by-sample mean with respect to fidu-
cial points—PAT for all beats in a single measurement and M was the total number of beats.
Similar to previous studies, the R-waves were used as the fiducial points [60, 77].
The first step was to partition the signal into individual beats using the ECG. A digital
band-pass filter (fpass = 0.8 - 25 Hz) applied to the ECG helped extract the QRS complex.
An automatic beat detection algorithm detected the timing of the R-waves. For the foot of
the PPG, we used the intersecting tangent method due to its robustness to morphological
artifacts and its effectiveness in extracting PTT as seen in the previous study.
When measuring beat-by-beat fluctuations in PAT for a person at rest in a short-term
recording, the only change that would be expected is one associated with respiration. Dur-
ing inspiration, systolic blood pressure decreases leading to an increase in PTT [86]. Addi-
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Figure 3.6: (a) Filtered PPG waveforms from the D-PPG and a commercially available
PPG while the subject is sitting and standing. A zoomed-in window shows the arrival of
the pulse wave using the intersecting tangent method. (b) Extracted PAT for the complete
recording. The horizontal black line represents the range of possible PAT values centered
on the PAT for the ensemble averaged beat. The D-PPG values were able to stay within
the range for both seated and standing while the PAT for the commercial sensor regularly
showed values outside of the range during standing. The commercial sensor’s PAT was
shifted to have equal means with the D-PPG
tionally, the isovolumetric contraction time (PEP) lengthens [87]. Therefore, PAT increases
with inspiration. Previous works have shown the variation in PAT due to respiration should
be no more the ±13 ms [88, 89, 90]. Thus, computing the ensemble averaged PPG beats
(PPGµ) and determining the PAT for that beat allowed for the formation of a range of phys-
iologically possible PAT values. Beats within 13 ms of PPGµ were acceptable while we
assumed those outside the range to be detected incorrectly and corrupted with motion ar-
tifacts. The number of acceptable beats to the total number of beats formed the DR (thus,
a DR of 1 is ideal while a DR of 0 means the section had no acceptable beats). Figure
3.6 showed an example of a clean waveform with a high DR and a noisy waveform with
unreliable distal timing references.
Theoretically, the preferred metric would be a direct method of assessing the robustness
of PAT timing based on the D-PPG to an ideal pulse wave measurement. However, there are
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Figure 3.7: Results from the three separate optimization tests along with error bars. (a) Ap-
plied pressure to the dorsum, (b) position on the surface of the foot, and c) LED/photodiode
configuration.
no methods short of intra-arterial catheterization that could yield a “gold standard” distal
pulse timing reference for a standing subject. Accordingly, we have decided to use the
DR metric as a means of gauging the overall acceptability of various sensing methods for
beat-by-beat PAT detection from the scale.
3.3.4 Results
Figure 3.7 summarizes the results from changing the location, applied pressure, and sensor
layout. Figure 3.7a shows a box plot of the DR values at different pressures. The larger
pressures generally correlated with the larger DR. Figure 3.7b presents a box plot of the
DR values at each position. The area of the largest mean DR was position 3 followed by
position 1 and 2. These three positions had a cumulative mean of 82.7%± 26.5% compared
to a cumulative mean of 60% ± 31.5% for the other positions. Figure 3.7c shows a box
plot for each of the five LED and photodiode configuration test. The best sensor was the
two-LED, three-photodiode combination (98.2 %).
The average DR of each sensor during sitting and standing is seen in Figure 3.8 with a
statistically summary provided in Table 1. The average DR for each sensor in the seated
position was sufficiently high for all sensors to facilitate heartbeat detection, though the
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Table 3.2: Comparison Between Custom and Commercial Sensors
Standing Standing
µ   max min µ   max min
i 0.95 0.15 1.00 0.47 0.93 0.14 1.00 0.53
ii 0.83 0.34 1.00 0.00 0.43 0.39 1.00 0.00
iii 0.82 0.30 1.00 0.00 0.41 0.33 1.00 0.00
iv 0.71 0.33 1.00 0.04 0.40 0.40 0.93 0.00
v 0.73 0.32 1.00 0.10 0.46 0.46 1.00 0.00
Figure 3.8: Comparison of sitting and standing DR values for each sensor seen in Figure
3.5. The custom reflected sensor we designed achieves the highest DR for both the seated
and standing postures.
D-PPG sensor did provide an approximately 15% improvement in DR. Additionally, the
inter-subject variability in waveform quality was substantially lower for the D-PPG sen-
sor. The results of measurements during the standing position better showed the differ-
ence between the D-PPG and the commercial PPGs. The average DR for the D-PPG sen-
sor was 92.8% (±14.0%) while the commercial sensors average 42.9% (±39.1%), 41.0%
(±32.7%), 40.1% (±40.0%), and 46.3% (±35.7%), respectively. For the D-PPG, the wave-
form quality was sufficient for readily extracting signal peaks and the waveform foot for
pulse arrival detection. For the commercial sensors, the motion artifacts and changes in the
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waveform associated with contact pressure variations from standing corrupted the signal
such that the peaks and the foot timings were not discernible.
3.3.5 Optimization of the D-PPG Sensor
An exciting result from this study was the robustness and repeatability of the D-PPG sen-
sors to external factors such as body weight, skin tone, and standing posture. While the
DR retained a high value, two of the subjects with high levels of melanin exhibited less
than 20% DR regardless of posture for the commercially available sensors. For the D-PPG
sensor, eleven of the twelve subjects achieved a DR above 90% while seated or standing.
Using an array of sensors along with placing the sensors in a well-perfused region of the
foot rather than the toe, contributed to the improvement in performance.
As a quick comparison between reflective sensors, we placed the TSD200C reflective
PPG to the dorsum of the foot in each of seven locations and compared the results to the
D-PPG sensor. The D-PPG showed a significant increase in DR with a mean increase of
46% (p< 0.05). These results support the D-PPG sensor as an improved method to capture
the pulse waveform.
3.3.6 Comparison Between D-PPG and Commercial Sensors
The average DR for each sensor in the seated posture was greater than 70%, and visually,
the peak and foot locations were readily discernible. The DR decreased substantially for
the commercial sensors when the subject transitioned from a seated to a standing posture,
decreasing by an average of 34.6% (p < 0.01 for all sensors). The only sensor to exhibit a
high-quality PPG waveform during a standing position was the D-PPG. Though the change
of position did result in a decrease in DR, the mean standing DR remained at an acceptable
level and was a significant improvement over the commercially available sensors (p <
0.005).
For most of the subjects in the study, standing appeared to have caused variations in the
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contact pressure placed on the commercial sensors associated with normal postural sway
during standing and resulted in a decrease in DR. The strong effects of contact pressure
variations on PPG signal amplitude are known for finger-based PPG sensors. Based on
our findings, motion artifacts coupled into the commercial sensors to a greater extent than
to the D-PPG, corrupting the commercial sensors signals while preserving the D-PPG sig-
nal. Additionally, as the added weight placed on the artery increased contact pressure to
or above systolic pressure, the artery stiffened and the pulse wave became smaller. The
pressure placed on the D-PPG sensor was minimal during standing and the signal remained
intact.
3.3.7 Conclusion
In this study, we demonstrated that the D-PPG yields a more reliable and consistent pulse
waveform than commercial PPG sensors, particularly in a standing position. The results
are consistently better than commercially available sensor packing options in terms of DR.
Overall, the weighing-scale based approach for PTT measurement with the BCG as a prox-
imal timing reference and the D-PPG as the distal timing reference may provide a conve-
nient and accurate means of extracting aortic PTT for arterial stiffness and BP assessment.
3.4 A Reflective Photoplethysmogram Array and Channel Selection Algorithm for
Weighing Scale Based Blood Pressure Measurement
Our previous method was based on the use of the BCG as the proximal timing reference
and the use of the D-PPG as the distal timing reference, with a strap placed over the foot to
apply needed pressure for the D-PPG. While this method was demonstrated to be accurate
in our study with healthy, young adult subjects, the requirement of a foot strap limited the
convenience of the approach. If a subject could simply stand on a scale, and if the distal
pulse could be extracted accurately, no setup would be required, increasing the convenience
of a PTT measurement.
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Distal pulse detection from the bottom of the foot, without a strap, was first demon-
strated through IPG by Gonzalex-Landaeta, et al., using aluminum foil squares placed un-
der the subject’s foot and Inan, et al., using electrodes embedded in a modified electronic
weighing scale. While this method is more convenient than a foot strap, IPG signals have
some disadvantages that must be taken into consideration. As mentioned in Chapter 2, IPG
signal quality is low in waveforms taken from certain subjects, such as obese individuals,
critically ill patients, patients with heart failure, and other patients with weak circulation
[67, 72]. Additionally, skin-electrode impedance while using dry electrodes may be high
at the bottom of the feet for some subjects, depending on body composition.
In this section, we present an array of PPG sensors positioned under the foot with as-
sociated electronics and signal detection algorithms for convenient PPG-based distal pulse
detection on a scale. With the proximal timing detected through the BCG, the sole PPG
array was also able to detect the distal timing. The overall system was evaluated in healthy,
young adult subjects to assess the accuracy with which blood pressure can be estimated
from PTT derived from these two measurements.
3.4.1 Hardware Design
Figure 3.9 depicts the proposed method to extract PTT. Proximal and distal timing refer-
ences relied on the combination of a high-resolution force plate and an array of PPG sensors
placed on the top of the plate. Both sensors were connected to custom-built analog front-
end (AFE) circuits followed by a data acquisition unit (DAQ) for post-processing and PTT
extraction. This system allowed subjects to stand on the scale to obtain a measurement,
with minimal to no initial setup required.
To obtain the proximal timing reference, we used a high-resolution force plate (Type
9260AA6, Kistler Group, Winterthur, Switzerland) for a BCG waveform. The force plate
has three-component sensors, one for each dimension, on each of the four legs. Each of















Figure 3.9: (a) Force plate measured the BCG while an array of PPG sensors measured the
pulse wave at the sole. The subject simply has to stand on the force plate and PPG array to
measure PTT. (b) Each of a total of forty-eight photodiodes for PPG sensing passes through
a custom analog front-end (AFE) circuit. All output signals were then multiplexed and sent
to a data acquisition (DAQ) unit for further processing on a laptop.
an AFE composed of a gain and low-pass filter stage (G = 20dB, fc = 20Hz) followed by
an adder circuit to combine all four signals. The study uses this force plate rather than a
cheaper and more common home-bathroom because of the improved detection of PEP in
the BCG waveform.
A custom-built PPG array measured the distal timing reference. For the PPG array, we
placed flexible PCB strips with pairs of IR LEDs (Vishay Intertechnology Inc, PA, USA)
and photodiodes (SD040-101-411, Advance Photonix Inc, MI, USA) on a common shoe
insert. The array included five strips of eight IR LED and PD pairs and two strips of four IR
and PD pairs allowing for a total of forty-eight PPG measurements. We surrounded the IR
LEDs and PDs with a thin layer of hot melt adhesive to insulate the conductive pads from
the body, reducing the light leaking from the LEDs to the PDs, and increasing the comfort
for the subject as they place their body weight on the sensors. The strips of IR LED and PD
pairs were placed in three sections of the insert: three six-PPG strips on the lower middle
to measure the midfoot PPG, two six-PPG strips on the upper middle for forefoot PPG
measurements, and finally, two four-PPG strips on the upper portion to measure the toe
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PPG. The top half of the insert containing just the forefoot and toe sensors was separated
from the bottom half to adjust for different foot sizes.
As shown in Figure 3.9, we connected the cathode of each PD to a transimpedance am-
plifier configured to operate as a low-pass filter (G = 109dB, fc = 24Hz) with an additional
gain stage further amplifying and low-pass filtering the signal (G = 47dB, fc = 12Hz). The
outputs of eight PPG AFEs were connected to the inputs of an eight-channel multiplexer
(MAX4617, Maxim Integrated, San Jose, CA). In total, there were six multiplexers to read
all forty-eight PPG channels. Three digital channels of a Teensy 3.2 (PJRC.com LLC,
OR, USA) controlled the three select lines, stepping through the lines at a rate of 10kHz.
Following the overflow of the select lines every 1600 nanoseconds, a pause of 400 nanosec-
onds occurred to fix the sample rate of individual channels to 500Hz and to create a notable
event to indicate an overflow without an additional line. The Teensy 3.2 was also used to
set the current of an LED driver to 4mA per IR LED.
3.4.2 Human Subject Studies
This study was approved by the Georgia Institute of Technology IRB. We enrolled 16 young
and healthy subjects for the study (age: 26 ± 3; gender: 12 males, 4 female; weight: 70kg
± 14kg; height: 172 ± 10).
To obtain a timing reference, gel electrodes in a Lead II configuration measured the
electrocardiogram (ECG) using a wireless amplifier (BN-EL50, Biopac Systems). The
ECG was solely used in this study to indicate the start of the cardiac cycle for the initial
assessment of the PPG waveform and not for calculating PTT. The ccNexfin (Edwards
Lifesciences) continuous blood pressure monitor measured the reference BP waveform
against which the PTT-based estimates were compared. The MP150 DAQ (Biopac Sys-
tems) recorded the outputs of the six multiplexers, the output of the force plate AFE, the
blood pressure waveform, and the ECG at 12.5kHz. The DAQ also recorded the least sig-





Rest – Sitting (120s)
Rest – Standing (120s)
Mental Arithmetic (60s)
Rest – Standing (120s)
Cold Pressor (60s)
Rest – Standing (120s)
Exercise (60s)
Rest-Standing (300s)
Figure 3.10: Block diagram of the protocol. The black boxed portion of the protocol was
used to determine the PPG reliability in standing compared to seated postures. To compare
PTT estimated BP to measured BP, waveforms were recorded during three interventions
(red) and three rest periods (blue). Data collected during exercise were not analyzed, due
too the fact that the subject could not stand on the scale during the stepping exercise; how-
ever, data from the exercise recovery period were analyzed.
The protocol involved two sections to test: (1) the ability of the PPG array to measure
an accurate distal pulse timing and (2) the correlation between (i) the PTT derived from a
combination of a force plate (BCG) and PPG foot array and (ii) blood pressure measured
by the ccNexfin. The full protocol, as well as the experimental setup, can be seen in Figure
3.10.
1) Determining the PPG Reliability
Prior to evaluating the accuracy with which the BCG-to-PPG array derived PTT can esti-
mate blood pressure, we validated the quality of the distal pulse timing delivered by the
PPG signal measured from the sole. The goal was to first independently assess the distal
pulse timing quality, then combine the distal pulse with the BCG for examining the ability
to measure blood pressure via PTT. The main challenge associated with measuring PPG
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signals from the foot is due to the variations in contact quality between the subject and the
sensor due to the inability of the subject to stand still, thus creating variations in contact
pressure between the foot and the platform. When the subject is sitting with the foot on
the sensor array, nearly any PPG sensing approach – including simple toe-clip approaches
using conventional sensors – can deliver a high-quality PPG waveform and thus an accurate
distal pulse timing. However, as seen in the previous work with the D-PPG sensor, once
the subject stands upright, the conventional approaches to sensing PPG waveforms have
difficulty producing high-quality waveforms, and the custom PPG sensing techniques must
be evaluated carefully.
We conducted an experimental protocol similar to that described in the D-PPG evalu-
ation, yielding a comparison between PPG timings from a subject in seated and standing
postures successively. Each subject first sat in a chair for two minutes with the left foot
fixed to the top of the PPG array; then, without changing the position of his / her feet, the
subject stood for another two minutes while the system obtained measurements. The actual
measurement of PTT for blood pressure estimation would require the subject to stand on
the scale since BCG signals cannot be measured from a user if he / she is not standing
on the scale platform. The seated posture allowed us to determine the optimal high-quality
PPG waveform morphology for the subject from the bottom of the feet and then to compare
against this morphology once the subject stands. This allowed us to quantify the perfor-
mance degradation once the subject stands on the PPG sensor array. The metric we used
for this comparison is the detection ratio, as described in previous sections.
2) Correlating Scale PTT to Finger-Cuff Blood Pressure
To quantify the best-case ability of PTT measured with this system to estimate BP, we used
a human subjects protocol similar to our previous studies. Specifically, both PTT and blood
pressure were measured continuously as the subjects underwent different hemodynamic
perturbations to increase blood pressure temporarily. A linear fit was then determined
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using least-square regression between PTT 1 and BP.
Each subject underwent three different hemodynamic perturbations. While standing on
the force plate and PPG foot array, the subject first performed a mental arithmetic (MA)
exercise by adding digits of a three-digit number, then adding the result to the original num-
ber [91]. The subject repeated this procedure with the newly calculated number for sixty
seconds. A period of rest allowed the subject to return to hemodynamic homeostasis. We
then obtained a cold pressor recording by having the subject immerse the hand without the
ccNexfin in cold water for sixty seconds [92]. After another rest period, the subject stepped
off of the force place and performed a high-intensity box jump exercise for sixty seconds.
The subject then returned to the force plate for the final resting period, during which the
blood pressure recovered from the elevated state during exercise back to the resting value.
This combination of physiological perturbations for varying blood pressure employed a
variety of mechanisms for modifying blood pressure, including increased cardiac output
(mental arithmetic, exercise), increased total peripheral resistance (cold pressor), and in-
creased cardiac contractility (exercise). Thus, a more comprehensive assessment of the
accuracy with which blood pressure can be estimated was obtained as compared to using
only one perturbation, such as only exercise recovery.
3.4.3 Signal Processing
1) Extracting Clean PPG Waveforms from the Sensor Array
We used the following steps to transform the multiplexed PPG signals to “clean” waveforms
for distal timing calculations. First, the least significant bit of the select lines allowed for
partitioning of the individual PPG signals. The 400 ns digital low periods indicated the
start of the eight channel sweep. Each consecutive toggle of the line specified the selection
of the next PPG connected to the multiplexer. After using this information to partition the
data into individual PPG signals, a digital FIR band-pass filter (fpass = 0.5 - 8 Hz) further
removed out-of-band noise.
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We then separated the data based on the section of the protocol, excluding exercise
as the subject was not on the scale—the post-exercise data during recovery was analyzed,
however. For each section, we determined the signal-to-noise (SNR) of each PPG signal
using a technique in [93] and removed those signals with low SNR. To find the SNR, we
first extracted the individual PPG beats using a peak detection algorithm. We then formed
an upper peak envelope smoothed over a two-second window and located all local maxi-
mums greater than 60% of the envelope. Since the anacrotic or dicrotic notch could occur
in close proximity to the forward going wave, consecutive peaks within 300 ms were iden-
tified, and we removed the peak with a lower amplitude. With the remaining peaks, we
captured individual PPG beats by extracting a window 300ms before and 500ms after the
peak. Ideally, the PPG beats within a short time-window are consistent with only amplitude
variations caused by slowly-varying effects such as respiration. Assuming the noise to be
uncorrelated and zero-mean, the ensemble average of the PPG beats represented the car-
diac component (the signal). The non-cardiac components (the noise) were the differences
between the individual beats and a best fit scaled version of the signal.
To formulate the SNR of a given PPG signal, we divided the beats of the PPG into an
array X of M beats. Each beat was a scaled version of the ensemble averaged beat ~s with
additive noise.
X = ~s ⇤ ~a+ V (3.2)
where
X = [ ~x1 ~x2 . . . ~xM ] (3.3)
The scaling factor of each kth beats of X described the relative amplitude of the projection






Thus, the noise of each beat was calculated using:
~vk = ~xk   ~s ⇤ ak (3.5)









Finally, the SNR of the signal was computed








2) Segmenting PPG Waveforms into Groups and Calculating DR and PTT
For each section of the protocol, we separated the PPG signals into three groups: the toe
PPG, forefoot PPG, and midfoot PPG as is seen in Figure 3.11. The three groups repre-
sented different locations on the arterial tree with varying depths below the skin surface and
differing arterial diameters. For each group, we removed the signals with an SNR below
0dB or with an SNR 10 dB below the max SNR of that group. This effectively removed
signals deemed too noisy that could corrupt the distal timing reference. This included noisy
beats that produced unreliable peaks when using our proposed peak detection algorithm.
The ensemble average of the remaining signals represented the “clean” PPG waveform of
that group.
We first determined the consistency of the PPG as a measurement of the distal timing by
calculating the detection ratio (DR). As mentioned in greater extent in the previous section,
the DR effectively determines the consistency of the calculated distal timing by computing
the percentage of PATs that are within a physiologically possible range for a subject at rest.




































Figure 3.11: The PPG sensors were divided into three groups based on the location on the
foot: the toe, forefoot, and midfoot. After digital filtering, the SNR of the PPG sensors was
calculated. Those with relatively low SNR, below 0 dB or 10 dB less than the max, were
removed from further processing. Using the peaks of the PPG signal, individual beats of
the PPG and BCG were extracted and ensemble averaged together. The I-wave of the BCG
and the distal pulse arrival (computed based on the intersecting tangents approach) of each
group’s PPG represented the proximal and distal timing reference for PTT calculations.
we used the ECG to separate the PPG signal into individual peaks. We ignored the first
sixty seconds of sitting and standing to account for hemodynamic changes that occurred
during transitions between sitting and standing. To find the distal reference in the PPGs,
the intersecting tangent method was applied.
We determined PTT for the remaining sections of the protocol and formulated a cali-
bration curve to BP. First, we used the peaks of the PPG found using our peak detection
algorithm to separate the “clean” PPG, the blood pressure waveform, and a digitally filtered
version of the BCG (fpass = 0.5 - 20 Hz) into individual beats and then ensemble averaged
the beats of each waveform. The local minimum immediately before the maximum of
the BCG signal was denoted the I wave and used as the proximal timing reference. To
find the distal reference in the three PPGs, we again used the intersecting tangent method.
We computed PTT using the difference between these proximal and distal timing points.
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3.11 shows a block diagram describing the steps involved in calculating PTT from the raw
PPG signals. Lastly, the minimum and maximum of the ensemble averaged BP waveforms
indicated the diastolic and systolic pressure, respectively.
3) Selecting Optimal PPG Waveforms for PTT Calculation
The simplest approach to estimating a distal pulse timing from an array of 48 PPG signals
obtained from the foot would be to average all the waveforms together and obtain one
distal timing from this averaged “sole” PPG. However, this simple approach has many
theoretical flaws that would result in low-quality PTT—and subsequently blood pressure—
estimation. Most importantly, the PPG signals captured from the different portions of the
foot arrive at different times based on the proximity to the heart and the superficiality of
the interrogated arterial blood volume; thus, simply averaging them together would smear
the distal timing by conflating the diastolic portions of multiple different PPG signals that
are not synchronized in time. An important contribution of the work presented in this
thesis was the investigation of physiology-driven methods for determining the optimal PPG
waveform set for each subject to estimate PTT and blood pressure.
The principle upon which we operated to determine such an optimal PPG waveform set
for each subject was based on the fact that distal timing measurements from larger arteries
should provide PTT estimates that are modulated by less confounding factors besides BP
compared to smaller arteries in the microvasculature. Thus, the more likely that a PPG
waveform set is derived from larger arteries, the better the PTT estimate derived from that
waveform set should relate to BP.
We defined three methods for quantitatively determining which PPG signals were pri-
marily capturing blood volume pulse from the larger arteries in the foot: selecting PPG
waveforms with (1) the earliest average distal timing, (2) highest average SNR, and (3)
highest average augmentation index (AIx). The first method, finding the earliest distal tim-
































































Figure 3.12: (a) Best case correlation between PTT 1 and BP based on the section of the
foot. (b) Correlations based on the sections of the foot selected to have the larger arteries
based on the shortest PTT, highest SNR, and highest augmentation index (AIx).
larger arteries first, then continues to propagate along the arterial tree to the microvascu-
lature. The second method, finding the highest average SNR PPG signals, may indicate
origination from the larger arteries due to the fact the vessels in the microvasculature are
more susceptible to motion artifact and pressure-induced occlusion and thus would yield
lower SNR signals. The third method, selection based on highest AIx is based on the
fact that AIx is the difference between the max peak of the PPG and the dicrotic notch,
expressed as a fraction of the total pulse amplitude, and is typically a marker of arterial
stiffness [94]. However, it may indicate the size of the artery due to the damping of the
pressure pulse that occurs with the decreasing size of the artery [95].
We compared the inverse of the PTTs to both the systolic and diastolic pressures. For
each group, we computed the correlation coefficient (r) between the time delay and the
pressure levels. We also calculated the root-mean-squared error (RMSE), the RMS differ-
ence between the measured and a best-case PTT estimated BP.
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3.4.4 Results
1. Comparison of Seated to Standing PPG Waveforms using DR
The DRs of the PPGs supports the sensor array as a method of extracting a reliable distal
timing reference. While seated, the toe PPG, forefoot PPG, and midfoot PPG had a DR of
64%± 29%, 92%± 15%, and 96%±10%, respectively. Both the toe PPG DR and midfoot
PPG DR changed significantly (p<0.05) when the subject moved from seated to standing.
The toe PPG DR increased to 85% ±26%, and the midfoot PPG DR decreased to 62% ±
32%. Though insignificant (p>0.05), the forefoot PPG DR decreased to 81% ± 25%.
2. Assessing PTT Based Blood Pressure Estimation
Figure 3.12 shows the average correlation between PTT 1 and diastolic BP for each of
the sections of the foot as well as each method to select the largest artery previously pro-
posed. With regards to the sections of the foot, the highest correlation to diastolic BP was
found at the forefoot, followed by the toe and then the midfoot (r=0.65±0.29, 0.61±0.28,
0.55±0.31). When we combined all signals on the foot, there was no significant change
in the r values (r=0.63±0.32). Correlations decreased when fitting PTT 1 to systolic BP
with r=0.57±0.33 and 0.51±0.33 when using the toe PPG and midfoot PPGs, respectively,
but slightly increased when using the forefoot PPG (0.63±0.26) or all PPGs combined
(0.65±0.31). Both the forefoot and the toe PPGs performed significantly better than the
midfoot PPGs (p<0.05). We found no significant differences between the correlations
found using the midfoot and forefoot PPGs (p>0.05).
Figure 3.12b shows a comparison between the three previously mentioned methods at-
tempting to extract the PPG waveform from larger arteries. Extracting the signals with the
highest average AIx resulted in the highest correlation to diastolic BP (r=0.80±0.16) com-
pared to the highest average SNR (r=0.73±0.20) and the shortest average PTT (r=0.48±0.29).
Correlation to systolic pressure was lower in all three methods, though the highest average
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Figure 3.13: Correlation and Bland-Altman plots for diastolic and systolic pressure using
the best-case estimation of BP based on PTT derived from the BCG and the PPG with the
highest augmentation index.
AIx still performed the best (r=0.75±0.21) followed by highest average SNR (r=0.70±0.24)
and shortest PTT (0.49±0.30).
Using the PPG waveforms with the largest AIx, we estimated BP using a best-case
correlation curve and compared this to the measured BP as shown in Figure 3.13. The
average RMSE between the estimated and measured BP, was 2.6±1.6 mmHg for diastolic
pressure and 5.2±3.1 mmHg for systolic pressure. The group RMSE for diastolic and
systolic were 3.06 mmHg and 6.02 mmHg, respectively. Figure 3.13 also shows a Bland-
Atman plot comparing the BP cuff’s measurement to the difference between BP cuff’s
measurement and the PTT-based estimate of BP. Diastolic estimations had the narrowest
95% confidence interval (CI) at 6.2 mmHg with systolic estimations at 12.4 mmHg.
3.4.5 Detection Ratio of the PPG Array
In our previous study, we demonstrated that foot strap-enabled sensing of PPG signals from
the dorsum of the foot outperformed commercially available toe-clip PPG sensors. For the
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most part, the effectiveness of the PPG array presented in this work in capturing the distal
pulse timing not only exceeded the toe-clip based sensors but also performed comparably
to the D-PPG without requiring the foot wrap. However, both the toe PPG while sitting
and the midfoot PPG while standing performed significantly worse than the other sections.
An interesting result was the change in DR in both sections when the subject changed
posture from sitting to standing, presumably due to the change in weight distribution on
the sole. When the subject was in a seated position, only the weight of the toe was on the
PPG which was unable to create a high enough force to apply adequate contact pressure,
corrupting the signal quality. As the weight transferred entirely to the feet when the subject
stood, the contact pressure increased on the toe, and the signal quality improved. Regarding
the midfoot PPGs, the pressure placed on the midfoot increased to a level that may be too
high in some subjects for a reliable distal timing reference.
3.4.6 Effect of Sensor Location on Correlation
Similarly to the DR results, the midfoot had the weakest performance overall in terms of
correlation to BP out of the three sections. The low DR and correlation provided evidence
that PPGs sensing the midfoot were more likely to be measuring vessels in the microvas-
culature than the other PPGs, or that they were sensing from a portion of the foot that
has lowest amount of perfusion. An increase in blood pressure and prevalence of adjacent
supporting muscle and bone make larger arteries less susceptible to external pressures [96].
Compared to the midfoot, the remaining two sections both had higher correlations,
though not significant, while also having a high DR during standing. The forefoot has
the advantage of being highly perfused with vessels from the deep plantar arteries or the
plantar metatarsal arteries. These arteries fan across the forefoot, increasing the probability
that a PPG sensor was in an ideal location to sense an artery with optimal contact pressure.
Similarly to the forefoot, the toe is a heavily perfused region, increasing the chances of
capturing an artery within the volume being interrogated optically.
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It is important to note that these assessments do not represent the overall results, and
there was substantial variability across subjects that should be considered. In three of the
sixteen subjects, PTT derived from the midfoot PPG resulted in the highest correlation
coefficient. The anatomical structure of the foot slightly differs among subjects, depending
on various factors such as muscle tone, the thickness of calluses, and melanin levels, each
affecting optical penetration depth and signal quality.
3.4.7 Assessing Proposed Methods to Select Optimal PPG Signal for PTT
While the locations allowed for independent calibration curves to be formed, the site of the
highest correlation varied across subjects, presumably due to the various types of vessels
measured as the distal timing. The three methods proposed—shortest average PTT, highest
average SNR, and highest average AIx—attempted to select the best PPG to use in PTT
calculations based on physiological expectations. Shortest average PTT performed the
worse, presumably due to the different positions of the sensors having a more significant
effect of PTT than the location along the arterial tree. The midfoot was most likely to
be selected using this method, due to its proximity to the heart compared to the other
sections. Highest SNR provided an improved correlation to blood pressure than the shortest
average PTT. Increasing the pressure applied to the measurement region limited the blood
flow to the smaller arteries and microvasculature. Larger arteries were less susceptible to
occlusion during high external pressure, preserving signal quality and increasing the SNR.
However, there could be issues with using the SNR to determine the larger arteries as the
microvasculature has been shown to provide increased signal quality in scenarios where
the pressure is low enough to prevent occlusion [97, 53]. The distribution of weight on the
sole was non-uniform and subject-dependent causing the contact force of the PPG sensors
to vary. While an area of low SNR indicated the measurement of smaller occluded vessels,
high SNR could have been either from the sensing of a larger artery or of smaller vessels
from a sensor with low contact pressure. The toe might be particularly sensitive to this
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effect due to the high perfusion and the minimal involvement in weight-bearing [98, 99].
The highest correlation occurred from the PPGs with the highest AIx. As the pulse
moved from a larger to a smaller artery, the increase in arterial resistance caused the ves-
sel to act as a mechanical low-pass filter, dampening the pulse wave and removing the
high-frequency components [95]. The pulse wave smoothed off, removing the steep drop
after the initial forward-going pulse wave. When the reflected wave that created the di-
crotic notch arrived at the site, the pulse wave was at a higher initial level in the smaller
arteries. As a result, measurements of the microvasculature had a dicrotic notch higher in
amplitude – thus a lower AIx – than more proximal, larger arteries. The use of the AIx
to determine which PPG waveforms to use in the PTT based blood pressure estimation is
an important contribution, as this step allowed the correlation to blood pressure to be sub-
stantially improved over combining waveforms directly without any physiologically-driven
down-selection step.
3.4.8 PPG Array Advantages and Limitations
Using the PPG with the highest AIx, this setup was able to track blood pressure trends
simply by standing, without the need for a strap or additional sensors. The array of PPG
sensors had a large enough spread of sensors on the sole to pick up pulse waveforms from
larger arteries. Using these waveforms and the BCG, the calculated PTT exhibited a strong
correlation to both diastolic and systolic BP, comparable to our previous study that used a
PPG sensor on the dorsum of the foot. While estimations of systolic blood pressure did
have a higher error than diastolic, this is not surprising since PTT tends to have a higher
correlation with diastolic pressure.
While the study presents a method to reliably and accurately track changes in blood
pressure, several limitations should be noted. As with our previous studies, only young
and healthy subjects participated in the study; older subjects could have difficulty standing
balanced for a reliable BCG and PPG measurement. Additionally, age increases arterial
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stiffness, potentially affecting the measurement of the PPG at the sole or the calculation of
AIx. With regard to the hardware, the system does require small alterations for each subject
to adjust for varying foot sizes. Future work can increase the number of sensors and total
sensing area and automatically map the sole upon placement of the foot. Only the sensors
in areas of interest would record the PPG for PTT calculations. Finally, the significant
limitation for the device, as with all PTT-based BP monitors, is the need for calibration.
The current state of the device only tracks trends in blood pressure and not absolute values.
Further calibration techniques will need to be developed to convert PTT to a standardized
metric such as blood pressure. The calibration curve will then need to be tested on subjects
over an extended period of time to assess the accuracy for long-term monitoring.
3.4.9 Conclusion
This work attempted to increase the convenience of monitoring through an unobtrusive sys-
tem by using PTT. A combination of a scale and an array of PPG sensors measures both
the proximal and distal timing reference for PTT during standing without the need for user
involvement or a wearable external sensor. We conducted a study to test the reliability of
this method and the ability for PTT to track changes in blood pressure. We tested various
methods to down-select from the array for PPG measures to determine the optimal PPG
waveforms to use as the distal timing reference. By using the PPG associated with larger
arteries through examining the augmentation index, the system showed a high correlation
to blood pressure. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first of its kind to auto-
matically select high-quality signals and utilize physiology-driven methods for determining
optimal PPG waveform sets for PTT calculations.
3.5 Weighing Scale-Based PTT is a Superior Marker of BP than PAT
In the previous study, we developed a system in a form similar to a bathroom weighing
scale for convenient measurement of PTT through larger, more elastic arteries including the
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aorta. The weighing scale comprised of a ballistocardiogram sensor to measure a proximal
waveform indicative of the mechanical timing of aortic ejection when the subject stands.
The D-PPG sensor simultaneously acquired a distal blood volume waveform from the foot
to act as the second timing reference.
In this section, we ran a human study using the weighing scale and D-PPG sensor to
calculate PTT during multiple interventions used to change BP through different physiolog-
ical mechanisms. We compared these estimations to those produced through conventional
measurements and showed significant improvements. This work was in collaboration with
Stephanie Martin, Dr. Chang-Sei Kim and Dr. Jin-Oh Hahn of the University of Maryland
and Dr. Ramakrishna Mukkamala of Michigan State University. The main contributions
from the author of this thesis to the work were focused on the development and validation
of the hardware, the planning and execution of the human subjects studies, and assistance
in the signal processing steps.
3.5.1 Human Subject Studies
We studied human subjects under a protocol approved by the Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy and Michigan State University Institutional Review Boards and performed procedures
following the guidelines and regulation of both IRBs. We recruited 22 young and healthy
adults (age: 25 ± 3.5 years, gender: 19 males, 3 females; height 177 ± 11 cm; weight 75
± 15 kg) for the study and obtained written, informed consent.
Sensor placement can be seen in Figure 3.14. For Lead II ECG, each subject wore gel
electrodes on the chest interfaced to a wireless transmitter (BN-EL50, Biopac Systems).
Eight gel electrodes on the neck and thorax in standard impedance cardiography configura-
tion interfaced to a wireless bioimpedance module (BN-NICO, Biopac Systems) to provide
ICG. We placed a transmission-mode PPG clip (8000AA, Nonin Medica) on an index fin-
ger and interfaced the sensor to a wired PPG module (PPG100C, Biopac Systems). The
ccNexfin (Edwards Lifesciences) on the middle finger of the same hand provided contin-
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Figure 3.14: Data collection for comparing scale PTT to conventional PAT. (a) For scale
PTT, a force place measured the BCG while a foot strap measured the PPG. Standard
sensors measured the ECG, finger PPG, and ICG waveforms. (b) The subjects underwent
three baseline periods (R1, R2, R3) along with performing three perturbations to increase
BP but vary the PEP: mental arithmetic (MA), cold pressor (CP) and post-exercise (PE).
uous BP. During the study, the volunteer stood on the custom weighing scale-like system
described earlier in this chapter (Type 9260AA6, Kistler Group). We placed the D-PPG
sensor with the adjustable strap for pulse measurements at the foot. We interfaced all of the
measurements to a laptop computer via a data acquisition unit (MP150, Biopac Systems)
and recorded the waveform at 2kHz sampling rate. Note that we obtained the ICG as an
additional benchmark for comparison.
We collected the data during three hemodynamic interventions similar to the protocol
described earlier in this chapter. First, after standing still for 60 seconds to obtain a base-
line recording, the subject performed the same mental arithmetic challenge by repeatedly
continuously adding digits of a three-digit number and then added the sum to the original
amount. Second, the subject immersed the hand without the blood pressure cuff and PPG
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clip in a bucket of cold water for 60 seconds to get a cold pressor recording. Finally, after
resting for 120 seconds to obtain a third baseline recording, the subject got off the scale,
performed a stair-climbing exercise for 60 seconds and then returned on the scale to obtain
a post-exercise recording.
3.5.2 Signal Processing
For each subject record, we selected segments from the three baseline periods and inter-
ventions yielding six sets of six waveforms for each subject. We first band-pass filtered the
BCG, PPG, and ICG waveform segments using a first-order Butterworth high-pass filter
(fpass = 0.5 - 10 Hz). A simple peak detection algorithm located the R-wave of the ECG.
We considered the I-wave of the BCG to be the local minimum between the ECG R-wave
and the J-wave—the highest peak within 100 ms to 300 ms after the R-wave. The ICG
B-point was the maximum of the first derivative between consecutive R-waves. The in-
tersecting tangent method used previously found the foot of the PPGs, and the minimum
and maximum of the BP waveform were the diastolic and systolic BP references. We then
averaged the time delays and BP references over five beat intervals. To maximize the BP
range for the subject, we selected the interval wherein average diastolic BP was minimum
during the rests and maximum during the interventions.
We determined the following values: scale PTT as the delay between the I-wave and the
foot of the D-PPG, conventional PAT as the time delay between the R-wave and the foot
of the finger PPG, PEP as the time delay between the R-wave and the I-wave, arm PTT
as the time delay between the I-wave and foot of the finger PPG, and ICG-foot PPG PTT
was the time delay between the ICG B-point and the foot of the D-PPG. We then assessed
and compared the time delays as markers of BP. Each time delay was calibrated to the BP
references using least-square regression and computed the correlation coefficient. Then,
we compared the RMSE between the predicted and BP reference levels per subject as an
indication of the best-case BP measurement accuracy offered by the time delay.
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Figure 3.15: Group average (µ ±  ) of (a) diastolic and systolic pressures, (b) scale PTT
and Conventional PAT, (c) PEP, and (d) arm PTT for each baseline period and perturbation.
3.5.3 Results
Figure 3.15a shows the group average and standard deviation of DP and SP for three rest
and three intervention periods. Each intervention successfully altered BP, increasing by
about 20 mmHg for DP and 30 mmHg for SP. Figure 3.15b shows the corresponding group
averages of scale PTT and conventional PAT. While both time delays changed in opposite
directions, the magnitude of change varied. Scale PTT decreased by similar amounts dur-
ing each intervention while conventional PAT appeared to under-respond to cold pressor
and over-respond to exercise. As seen in Figure 3.15c, PEP may be responsible for the
inconsistent changes in conventional PAT. PEP decreased in response to mental arithmetic
but increased in response to cold pressor and decreased considerably in response to exer-
cise. Figure 3.15d shows the group average arm PTT. This result indicated that PEP is not
singularly responsible for the inconsistent changes in PAT relative to BP, as the arm PTT
component did not increase enough from cold pressor to the thirst rest. Smooth muscle con-
traction occurring during cold pressor could explain why arm PTT under-responded to the
third rest since cold pressor is known to cause smooth muscle contraction. However, arm
PTT did not over-respond to cold pressor to support the cold pressor hypothesis, though a
delayed onset of contraction would explain this finding.
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Figure 3.16: Group average correlation coefficients between scale PTT/conventional PAT
and BP for diastolic and systolic pressures.
Figure 3.16 shows group average correlations coefficients for scale PTT and conven-
tional PAT when correlated to diastolic and systolic BP. Figure 3.17 shows correlation plots
of the best-case calibrated BP predicted by scale PTT and conventional PAT verses cc-
Nexfin BP levels and Bland-Altman plots of the errors between the estimated BP and mea-
sured BP of all subjects. Scale PTT yielded a good diastolic tracked the diastolic BP
changes well with a correlation coefficient of 0.80 ± 0.02 and a best-case RMSE of 5.7
± 0.4 mmHg after calibration. Conventional PTT performed well with a correlation co-
efficient of 0.60 ± 0.04 and an RMSE of 7.1 ± 0.6 mmHg. The elimination of the PEP
mitigated the effect of the smooth muscle contraction in scale PTT to improve estimates by
20-33%. With regard to systolic pressure, scale PTT tracked pressure fairly well and better
than PAT by 15-20%, though the RMSE only improved by 1.5 mmHg. However, due to the
significant improvement in the correlation coefficient when using PTT, the difference be-
tween the methods may be more substantial in larger BP ranges. In sum, scale PTT tracked
the BP changes with a level of accuracy that was good overall and better than conventional
PAT.
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Figure 3.17: Correlation plots of scale PTT and conventional PAT based estimations versus
measured BP and Bland-Altman plots of errors.
Finally, scale PTT tended to track BP changes better than arm PTT and similarly to
the less convenient ICG-to-foot PPG PTT. Arm PTT and ICG-to-foot PPG PTT yielded
a group average correlation coefficient of 0.71 ± 0.04 and 0.79 ± 0.05 with diastolic BP,
respectively.
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3.5.4 Comparison Between Scale PTT and Conventional PAT
During this study, we measured scale PTT using the BCG from a weighing scale and the
PPG from the D-PPG. We compared scale PTT to conventional PAT—the time delay be-
tween the ECG and the finger PPG—as markers of BP during a set of interventions that
increase BP while changing PEP. The results show a significant increase in correlation
when using scale PTT over conventional PAT. When comparing estimations of BP between
the two time delays, the elimination of PEP improved BP estimations by 30-50%. As seen
in previous sections, scale PTT estimated diastolic BP better than systolic BP, though scale
PTT was still an improvement over conventional PAT for both BP references. In sum, scale
PTT proved a good tracking of diastolic BP changes whereas PAT did not track diastolic or
systolic BP with acceptable accuracy.
Despite wide acknowledgement of its shortcomings, conventional PAT has been em-
ployed in most studies of cuff-less BP monitoring due to its convenient nature. However,
the convenience of a scale may be comparable to standard measurements recording PAT
involving gel electrodes and a finger PPG clip. While many form factors could be more
convenient than a scale, such as a wristwatch requiring the placement of the opposite hand
on the watch, the substantial improvement in tracking BP may offset any convenience trade-
off. Note that, scale PTT can track BP changes similarly to PTT derived with ICG while
providing a higher level of convenience.
3.5.5 Conclusion
With such successful future efforts, the system as implemented in the form of an actual
bathroom weighing scale could be used for cuff-less BP monitoring at home to facilitate
hypertension control. Additionally, PTT measurement could potentially be used for moni-
toring large arterial stiffness, without the need for calibration. While arterial stiffness is a
proven cardiovascular risk factor, current measurement techniques require a tonometer or
ultrasound measurement preventing it from becoming a routine clinical measurement. The
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convenient scale could thus allow for large artery stiffness monitoring in both a clinic and
at home.
3.6 Conclusion and Future Work
We first showed that features extracted from the BCG could be the proximal timing ref-
erence for PTT calculations. Unlike the ECG, the BCG indicated the start of the pulse
wave propagation through the arterial tree, and thus BCG-based PTT provided superior
blood pressure estimation compared to ECG-based PAT methods. We then developed a
sensor (D-PPG) to measure the pulse wave at the bottom of the foot to enable scale-based
PTT measurements. We showed that this method was superior to commercially available
sensors at detecting the arrival of the pulse wave. We further refined the measurement of
the pulse wave at the foot by developing an array of sensors in contact with the sole. The
array used signal quality and physiological markers to extract the optimal pulse measure-
ments for PTT. Finally, we combined the BCG with the D-PPG to measure aortic PTT. We
showed significant improvements in BP estimations when compared to conventional PAT
methods.
This work demonstrates for the first time the practicality of a scale-based system to track
changes in BP. A scale-based system provides many benefits over current timing-based BP
monitors. By incorporating monitors in a standard bathroom scale, PTT measurement can
occur in conjunction with weight measurements. This could make BP measurements very
convenient, especially in subjects with heart failure or in obese subjects where both weight
and BP tracking are beneficial for management. Additionally, measuring the BCG and
foot PPG allows for aortic PTT measurements, minimizing the impact of smooth muscle
activation on PTT and improving the estimations of BP.
Future work should improve the home scale to assess the quality of PTT-based BP es-
timation in a broader population of subjects with varying demographics. In our studies, we
tested the approach in only young and healthy subjects; further testing in older subjects is
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needed. Older subjects may have difficulty standing still enough for a valid BCG or PPG
measurement. Furthermore, age increases the arterial stiffness, potentially affecting the
ability to measure a reliable distal pulse at the foot. Potentially, additional efforts could uti-
lize similar measurement techniques but explore different form factors, such as a shoe. This
would allow for measurements to be taken during all still standing activities throughout the
day, and remove the requirement to be barefoot.
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CHAPTER 4
SEISMOWATCH: A WEARABLE CUFFLESS BLOOD PRESSURE
MONITORING
4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the device and corresponding study shown in [100]. The method
uses a wristwatch form factor, similar to that of fitness monitoring wearable devices cur-
rently in the market (Fitbit, Apple Watch, etc.). Our method measures PTT when the user
places the face of the watch onto the sternum for a short period of time (< 15 seconds). An
accelerometer inside the watch measures the SCG for the proximal timing reference, and
PPG sensors facing the wrist measure the distal timing reference. Though the required user
input is not conducive for continuous measurements, the device can provide episodic BP
estimation as a more convenient alternative to the conventional BP oscillometric cuffs.
4.2 Recording Seismocardiogram and Photoplethysmogram Signals in a Wrist Watch
Form Factor for PTT Measurements
4.2.1 Hardware Design
Our prototype system focused on obtaining SCG and PPG measurements to simultaneously
detect both the proximal and distal timing reference, respectively. This proposed system
was able to obtain, for the first time, both references from the same convenient wearable
device and can be used in an at-home setting by performing a simple maneuver. All parts
are commercially available, with similar devices being used in current smart watches.
To measure the SCG, we chose the ADXL354 accelerometer (Analog Devices, Nor-
wood, MA) due to its ultra-low noise floor (20 µg/
p
Hz). A low noise floor accelerometer
was needed since the SCG signal amplitude is small, typically around 10mg to 50mg peak
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a. b.
Figure 4.1: (a) Isometric view of the watch. (b) Views of the watch showing positions of
the accelerometer, photodiodes and IR LEDs.
to peak. The Apple Watch (Apple Inc, Cupertino, CA) uses the BMA 280 (Bosch, Stuttgart,
Germany) with a noise level of 120 µg/
p
Hz or an average peak to peak of 5 mg peak to
peak. This noise would couple into the SCG and make feature extraction difficult. The
ADXL354 limits the noise to only 0.8 mg peak to peak and reduces the noise in the SCG
signal.
SeismoWatch consisted of an array of three IR LED and photodiode pairs. While most
wrist-based heart rate monitors (including the Apple Watch) use green LEDs to maximize
signal quality for heart rate extraction, IR LEDs allowed for deeper penetration into the
skin and for the capture of the arterial pulse wave from the larger arteries. We biased the
cathode of the photodiode to 5V to increase the sensor’s linearity and connected the anodes
to a transimpedance amplifier configured to act as a first-order low-pass filter (fc = Hz, G =
110 dB) followed by a band-pass filter (BW = 0.7 - 8Hz, G = 20 dB). A potentiometer in
series with the LEDs allowed for manual subject-specific calibration of the LEDs light in-
tensity. After visual inspection of the signal during the study, we altered the light intensity,
accounting for differing melanin levels or arterial depths.
We designed a custom 3D printed watch to house the accelerometer, photodiodes, and
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Figure 4.2: (a) Subject position to obtain seismocardiogram (SCG) and reflectance pho-
toplethysmogram (PPG) recordings from the watch. (b) An accelerometer was placed in
the inside of the watch and pairs of photodiodes and IR LEDs faced towards the wrist. (c)
Representative SCG waveform from the sternum and PPG waveform from the wrist as the
subject performed the maneuver. PTT was then calculated by using the AO point on the
SCG and the foot of the PPG.
IR LEDs. The watch was tethered to an external box that housed the power supply and
AFEs. The backside of the watch that made contact with the wrist included three cutouts
approximately 1 cm apart to expose the pairs of photodiodes and LEDs. The spacing al-
lowed for adequate coverage of the wrist and increased the chance of sensing the radial
artery.
4.2.2 Human Subject Studies
To obtain a PTT measurement, the user first rotated the watch to the anterior portion of the
wrist, ideally toward the lateral side. This positioned the LEDs above the radial artery. The
user then placed the top face of the watch on the body of the sternum, above the xiphoid
process. In this position, the accelerometer measured the low-frequency thoracic vibrations
represented by the SCG while the PPG measured the pulse wave at the wrist. Consequently,
the maneuver increased the contact pressure of the PPGs, improving the coupling between
the PPGs and skin and increasing the signal quality.
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We ran multiple studies to test the robustness and accuracy of the prototype. The Geor-
gia Institute of Technology IRB approved all studies, and all subjects provided written
informed consent before any studies were begun. In total, we recruited thirteen young and
healthy subjects with no history of cardiovascular diseases (age: 23 ± 3; gender: 8 males,
5 females; weight: 68 ± 16 kg; height: 173 ± 10 cm). To acquire a timing reference for
the start of a cardiac cycle, the subject wore standard gel electrodes and a wireless ECG
module (BNEL50, Biopack Systems) to measure Lead II ECG. A finger-cuff BP sensor
(ccNexfin, Edwards Lifesciences) placed on the hand contralateral to the watch acquired
continuous beat-by-beat BP. An MP150 Data Acquisition system (Biopac Systems) sam-
pled all sensors at 2 kHz and stored the data to a desktop computer for post-processing.
We performed three studies to test the device. For all the studies, we asked the subject
to remove coats or other bulky clothing. The first study established a proof-of-concept
and an ideal-case correlation between PTT and BP with all thirteen subjects participating.
This protocol consisted of three sections: one-minute rest, one-minute exercise, and five-
minute recovery. During the rest and recovery periods, the subject sat in a chair with
the ccNexfin placed on the left index finger and the watch on the right wrist. During the
exercise portion, we removed the watch to prevent damages, and the subject performed a
stair stepping exercise.
Eight of the subjects returned for a follow-up study to test the multi-day repeatability
of the PTT and BP correlations. This protocol consisted of two sections: one minute-rest
and one-minute cold pressor. Cold pressor replaced exercise as the perturbation to test
out the correlation curve under conditions that induced different physiological responses.
Traditionally, a cold pressor test involves the subject immersing a hand in a bucket of cold
water; however, to allow measurements on both hands and to prevent varying localized BP,
each subject placed his / her foot in a bucket of cold water.
The final study tested the robustness of the SCG signal on five of the subjects for use
in an at-home, unsupervised setting. We tested contact pressure and sensor location as
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram of signal processing technique to extract the AO peak using both
the SCG and the PCG signal.
they are possible sources of user errors that could occur in a home setting. The subject
performed the maneuver and varied the amounts of contact pressures against the sternum,
ranging from a light touch to a hard press. Then, the subject placed the device on varying
locations on the chest while maintaining a constant pressure.
4.2.3 Signal Processing
Post-processing techniques on the accelerometer, PPG, and ECG extracted proximal and
distal timing references for PTT. Note that the ECG was selected for its high signal quality
and simply used in this study as a fiduciary point to validate the other sensor measure-
ments and would not be required in the actual deployment of the device for home use.
Similar techniques to the method used for the sole PPG, as described in Chapter 2, could
extract the beats without the ECG. One of the technical challenges of the SCG signal is the
variability in morphology between subjects and its susceptibility to motion artifacts and
respiration-induced waveform distortions. Classical models of the SCG denote the AO as
the highest peak immediately following the R-wave of the SCG [101]. However, by this
simple method, the MC and AO can sometimes be confused with each other even in healthy
subjects [102].
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Figure 4.3 depicts the method of locating the AO in this work. To determine the correct
waveform, we utilized both the SCG and the PCG from the accelerometer signal. A digital
filter (BW = 0.8Hz - 30Hz) applied to the accelerometer signal extracted the SCG while
a higher band filter (BW = 30Hz - 150Hz) extracted the PCG. Note that the PCG in this
study was identical to the signal obtained using a digital stethoscope, as the accelerometer
acted as a contact microphone. Spline interpolation of the local PCG peaks produced an
amplitude envelope. Using the timing of the R-wave, we partitioned the SCG and the
enveloped PCG into individual beats and ensemble averaged thirty beats together. Since
the PCG is commonly used to identify the closing of the mitral valve, we considered the
AO to be the first maximum of the SCG that follows the maximum PCG envelope point.
We assumed the AO point to be the maximum that directly follows the MC. This technique
can only be used during exercise, due to the shortening of PEP cause the MC and AO to
occur in rapid succession. However, PEP should only move the timing of AO point and
the waveform following the AO point, including the residual peaks, should be retained. To
find the AO point in non-exercise signals, we first mapped out all peaks in the exercise
signals and found the SNR of a 50 ms window around each peak. To find the SNR, we
used the pre-ensembled average beats and the same technique as described in Chapter 2.
We counted the number of peaks between the AO point and the first peak of low SNR. We
applied this count to future SCG beats, counting backward from the first peak with low
SNR, to determine the AO.
To extract the foot of the PPG for the distal timing reference, we first manually de-
termined the highest quality PPG signal. A digital band-pass filter (BW = 0.8Hz - 15Hz)
removed out of band noise. An average of thirty beats removed non-periodic noise. The
intersecting tangent method then determined the foot of the PPG. The PTT was then simply
the difference between the found AO of the SCG and the foot of the PPG.
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Table 4.1: Subject Data
Subject µDP [mmHg] RMSE [mmHg] R e < 5 mmHg e < 10 mmHg
1 80± 10 3.06 0.95 0.85 1.00
2 81± 4 2.29 0.77 1.00 1.00
3 76± 4 2.45 0.74 0.94 1.00
4 73± 5 2.73 0.80 0.94 1.00
5 80± 4 1.42 0.93 1.00 1.00
6 61± 3 1.56 0.69 1.00 1.00
7 60± 5 2.32 0.88 1.00 1.00
8 76± 3 1.41 0.89 1.00 1.00
9 85± 10 6.12 0.76 0.72 0.94
10 78± 5 1.71 0.92 1.00 1.00
11 73± 6 1.67 0.95 1.00 1.00
12 77± 6 3.37 0.81 0.83 1.00
13 88± 5 2.64 0.85 1.00 1.00
µ 76 2.52 0.84 0.95 1.00
  10 1.25 0.09 0.09 0.04
4.2.4 Results
1) Assessing Correlations Between Wearable PTT and BP
Figure 4.4 illustrates the correlation plot and Bland-Altman plots after a best-case calibra-
tion of BP based on PTT for MAP, DP, and SP. The RMSE was simply the root mean square
of the difference between the PTT estimated BP and the measured BP. The group RMSE
for MAP, DP, and SP was 3.2 mmHg, 2.9 mmHg, and 4.8 mmHg, respectively. DP esti-
mations resulted in the best confidence interval (95%) at 5.8 mmHg. SP estimation proved
to the least accurate, with the highest RMSE and a confidence interval at 9.7 mmHg. This
result is consistent with physiological expectations since the foot of the PPG waveform
represents distal pulse arrival which occurs during diastole rather than systole.
Table 4.1 summaries the individual results of the thirteen subjects when a best-case
calibration curve converted PTT to BP. DP formed the lowest error and thus used for further
evaluation. µDP was the average diastolic pressure, RMSE was the root mean square error,
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Figure 4.4: Correlation and Bland-Altman plots for mean arterial pressure (MAP), diastolic
pressure (DP), and systolic pressure (SP)
R was the correlation coefficient, e < 5 mmHg was the ratio between estimations less than
5 mmHg error to the total number of estimations, and e < 10 mmHg was the same ratio but
with 10 mmHg of error. Individual RMSE was less than 5 mmHG for twelve of the thirteen
subjects. BP estimation errors were below 5 mmHg in eight subjects. Only one subject of
the thirteen had a BP estimation error exceeding 10 mmHg.
2) Quantifying Day-to-Day Repeatablity in BP Estimation
Figure 4.5 depicts the follow-up study testing the day-to-day repeatability of the watch
with MAP, DP, and SP estimated with PAT and with PTT. To note, we calculated the cal-
ibration curves of PTT and PAT to BP using data from the first protocol and applied the
respective curves to PTT and PAT values measured during the follow-up study. During
rest, PTT-based BP estimations significantly improved both MAP and DP when compared
to PAT-based estimations (p < 0.02 and p < 0.005, respectively). During rest, BP esti-
mations improved by an average of 12.3 mmHg when using PTT-based estimations over
PAT-based estimations. All eight subjects had MAP and DP estimations within 5 mmHg
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between PTT and PAT during both rest and cold pressor. * indi-
cates p < 0.05, ** indicates p < 0.01
of their measured BP levels when using PTT. While the best-case BP using PAT produced
less than 1.0 mmHg error, three of the eight estimations produced errors of more than 15
mmHg, rendering the measurements not sufficiently accurate for clinical use. DP had a
similar comparison. BP estimations improved by an average of 13.9 mmHg with only one
subject greater than 5 mmHg error (e = 5.7 mmHg). In contrast, SP estimations were poor.
Though PTT calibration produced errors that were, on average, 12.3 mmHg lower than PAT
estimation, no significant difference existed between the two estimations (p > 0.05).
During the cold pressor test, PTT significantly improved both MAP and DP estimations
compared to PAT (p < 0.01 and p < 0.005, respectively). However, PTT-based BP estima-
tions worsened when compared to rest values, averaging 6.3 ± 4.1 mmHg error for MAP
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and 5.0 ± 5.0 mmHg error for DP. Though there was a decline in performance during this
perturbation, BP estimation errors were still substantially lower than estimation using PAT
which had an average error of 20.1 mmHg for MAP and 18.2 for DP. At the resting phase,
the SP estimations were not within an acceptable error. Estimations yielded an average of
13.3 mmHg when using PTT and 27.4 mmHg when using PAT.
3) Determining Variability in SCG Signal Quality for Unsupervised Settings
Varying the watch in different locations and contact pressures tested the robustness and
reliability of the watch in at-home scenarios when trained personnel are not available to
supervise. The three contact pressures resulted in similar SCG signals, and the AO peaks
only deviated an average of 3.2 ms, well within the normal variability of PEP. Qualitatively,
the signal had similar morphology regardless of contact pressure, exhibiting comparable
numbers and relative amplitudes of peaks and troughs. However, varying the locations
affected the SCG, changing the morphology of the signal based on the location. When the
contact area was at the bottom of the sternum, between the sternal angle and the xiphoid
process, the signal was consistent and reliable. Positioning the watch above this section
distorted the signal, and the AO peak deviated as much as 85%. Furthermore, locations
away from the sternum, such as on the softer tissues of the pectoral muscles, resulted in a
misclassification of the AO peak. To obtain a reliable SCG signal, the subject will need to
place the watch face on the lower portion of the sternum, which should be feasible even
in unsupervised settings. Fortunately, methods exist that use classification algorithms to
automatically detect when SCG sensors are in any position other than the desired one.
Users can be notified of improper placement and to change position [65]. Finally, the
presence of light clothing seemed to have little effect on the quality of the signal as the
direct skin contact and contact with a light clothing layer produced similar SCG signals.
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4.2.5 Reliability of the Watch as a BP Monitor
This work presents a device that showed promise in being able to conveniently obtain
BP measurements outside of clinical settings. A strong correlation between BP and PTT
obtained from the timing references derived from an SCG and PPG existed for MAP and
DP. While SP did not follow as strong of a trend, this is consistent with previous studies.
When compared to estimations using PAT, the watch showed a significant increase in
accuracy. The addition of the accelerometer to measure SCG as the proximal timing ref-
erence for PTT proved to be superior to using the ECG as the proximal reference for PAT
during rest. While ECG has the advantage of a higher SNR, the confounding effect of PEP
negatively impacted MAP and DP estimation. In this study, exercise during the calibration
phase had a large effect in shortening the PEP. After exercise, cardiac contractility returned
to baseline while BP decreased relative to baseline due to exercise-induced vasodilation
[103]. Thus, exercise recovery changed BP and PTT proportionally more than PEP. This
corrupted the PAT-based calibration curve and led to an underestimation of BP during the
follow-up study when BP and cardiac contractility returned to a baseline. In conditions
that greatly vary BP but have little effect on PEP, BP estimation with PAT will be poor, and
such conditions are common during normal daily living activities.
When analyzing the results, we found an increase in error for both PTT and PAT-based
estimations during the cold pressor when compared to rest, presenting a potential limita-
tion to the current system. SeismoWatch measured the pulse wave as it travels through the
brachial artery, and the presence of smooth muscle in this arterial path could have accounted
for the increase in error between rest and cold pressor. Cold pressor modulated vasomo-
tor tone independent of blood pressure, changing the arterial stiffness and affecting PTT.
Though this error occurred, current standards for blood pressure monitoring recommend
subjects take measurements at room temperature. Abiding by these recommendations will
minimize the impact of the vasomotor tone on PTT.
In this version of the SeismoWatch, the average power consumption was 360 mW.
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While this would be difficult to sustain for long periods of time using an average smart
watch battery, only a few seconds of measurements were sufficient to obtain a PTT. During
the follow-up study, we only processed ten beats, resulting in an average recording time
of 8.7 seconds. In future iterations, we were able to minimize power consumption by
allowing the user to start the measurement. If there is a need for longer measurements,
power consumption could be substantially improved by lowering the output intensity of
the LEDs with varying current amplitude or duty cycles. Alternatively, the system could
decide on the highest quality LED and turn the other two off.
Compared to a blood pressure cuff, SeismoWatch’s form factor and measurement pro-
cedure were more convenient. During the study, we gave to the subject only basic instruc-
tions on how to operate the watch. We instructed them on the proper placement of the
device before the protocol started, and they were successfully able to repeat the maneuver
during the entire protocol. BP cuffs, on the other hand, are susceptible to positioning, cuff
size, obesity level, and other user errors that would result in inaccurate readings [104].
Additionally, the subjects could perform the maneuver for five minutes while taking
multiple consecutive readings (>10) without a loss of quality in either the SCG or PPG.
The readings were independent of each other, with a measurement having little to no effect
on PTT or BP. This would be difficult to achieve with a BP cuff since it is recommended
to have one-minute in between successful measurement to prevent the inflation of the cuff,
and subsequent occlusions of the artery, from changing the BP at the site of measurement.
Thus, dynamic changes in BP in response to stressors such as exercise or mental stress can
more readily be quantified with our approach.
4.2.6 Conclusion
This work explored the feasibility of using a watch-based wearable device to estimate BP
based on PTT. We conducted a study to first establish a strong correlation between watch
PTT and BP. A follow-up study tested the consistency of the device and compared the
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watch PTT method to a PAT method that is commonly used. The results show a significant
improvement while using SeismoWatch compared to the PAT method. This work estab-
lished a method of extracting BP that is both convenient and robust enough for at-home
usage.
4.3 Modification for Ambulatory Measurements
4.3.1 Hardware Design for Home Monitoring
A significant drawback to SeismoWatch was the lack of portability. In the design previously
described, the various sensors in the watch needed to connect to an external AFE and a
subsequent DAQ. Consequently, the watch was limited to lab studies, and home monitoring
was not practical. To combat this limitation and allow the watch to be used outside the lab,
we created SeismoWatch 2.0. This work was a collaborative effort between Venu Ganti,
Brandi Nevius, and Caitlin Teague of the Georgia Institute of Technology and Alex Heller
and Dr. Mozziyar Etemadi of Northwestern Medicine. The author of this thesis contributed
to the structural design of the watch and the firmware, led the design and validation of the
heardare, and planned and executed the initial tests.
We refined the design to incorporate all sensors inside the main body of the watch,
removing any need for external components and including an on-board microcontroller,
making the watch truly portable. Additionally, to allow for further assessment of cardiac
health, we included an ECG, sternum PPG sensors, gyroscope, and environmental sensor.
The ECG sensor allows for easy partitioning of the heart beats and can be used to assess
the heart rate variability (HRV) to determine autonomic states [105]. To capture sternum
PPG, we placed three additional PPG sensors to the top side of the watch to measure the
sternum’s pulse wave while the user performs the same maneuver needed to capture the
SCG. The sternum PPGs will provide an additional timing reference for PTT calculations.
We included a gyroscope to sense the gyrocardiogram (GCG) signal. Previous work noted a
reduced error when using the GCG in combination with SCG to predict the PEP [106]. The
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environment sensor measures the temperature, relative humidity, and barometric pressure,
adding an aspect of activity context for improved physiological interpretations.
The complete design features three stacked printed circuit boards and a 150 mAh
lithium-ion battery inside of a custom 3D printed case. From the backside of the watch—
closer to the wrist when worn—to the topside, the boards and battery are stacked in the
following order (Figure 4.6b): wrist PPG/ECG board, main board, battery, and finally, ster-
num PPG board. The case includes three slots on both the top and bottom portion to expose
the PPG sensors.
For the microcontroller, we chose the ATSAM4LS8B (Microchip Technology, Chan-
dler, AZ) for its large amount of storage (512kBytes Flash, 64kBytes RAM), high number
of peripheral options (48 GPIOs, 4 USART), and ultra-low power consumption (1.5 µA
sleep mode). We removed the custom AFEs used in the previous iteration and selected
sensors with internal AFEs to reduce the number of components and power consumption.
Additionally, we chose to not use on-board ADCs due to the relatively high noise and low
bit conversion compared to external ADCs. Instead, we selected sensors that included an
ADC. This allowed for a completely digital interface and allowed the sensors to indepen-
dently make conversions, freeing up processor time on the microcontroller. We also chose
sensors that interface via SPI, due to the fast clock speeds (12 MHz).
The various components on each of the boards can be seen in Figure 4.7. The main
board contains much of the hardware for the watch, including the microcontroller. Addi-
tionally, the board includes the charging circuit, accelerometer, gyroscope, environmental
sensor, SD card, and various connectors to the other components. For the accelerome-
ter, we selected the digital version of the ADXL354, the ADXL355 (Analog Devices).
The ADXL355 has a noise floor at 25 µg/
p
Hz, comparable to the 20 µg/
p
Hz of the
ADXL355. Additionally, the ADXL355 has a 20 bit ADC with a full-scale range of 3.3V,
a drastic improvement over the MP150’s 16 bit ADC over a 20V range. To measure the




Figure 4.6: (a) SeismoWatch 2.0. (b) The inside of the watch contains three PCBs and
a 150 mAh lithium-ion battery. A stack connector connects the main board to the wrist
PPG/ECG board. The sternum PPG board and the wrist PPG/ECG board snap into the 3D
printed case. Stainless steel electrodes placed on the back of the watch and the wristband
allow for ECG measurements.
main board also includes the BME280 (Bosch) that features a small package size (2.5mm
x 2.5mm), low current consumption (3.6 µA), and low noise floor of the pressure sensor
(0.2 Pa RMS). The microcontroller stores data on an on-board SD card at a write speed of
12MB/s.
The wrist PPG/ECG board, as the name implies, contains both the wrist PPG and ECG
circuit. On the back side of the board are three SFH7072s (Osram, Munich, Germany) with
each containing a green, red, and infrared LED and two photodiodes. One of the photodi-
odes blocks red and IR wavelength, improving the detection of a green wavelength, while
the second photodiode has a peak sensitivity around the red and IR wavelength. Measure-
ments of PTT would utilize the red and infrared detectors to monitor the deeper arteries.
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The high-SNR green detector could constantly measure heart rate when the user is not
taking a PTT measurement and indicate physiological states between PTT measurement.
Each SFH7072 interfaces with a MAX86141 (Maxim Integrated, San Jose, CA) to drive
the LEDs and to read the current output of the photodiodes. This board also includes the
ECG circuitry where we selected the ADS1291 (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX) due to the
low-noise (8 µVpp) and high-resolution ADC (24 bit). The ADS1291 connects to three
dry stainless steel electrodes. For the negative reference and the right leg drive, two elec-
trodes are placed on the backside of the watch to make contact with the wrist. We placed a
third electrode for the positive reference on the outside of the wristband. The user simply
touches the electrode with the opposite hand while taking a measurement. Additionally, the
ADS1291 includes a lead-off detection that constantly monitors the connection to the body.
This feature allows the user to initiate a measurement by touching the wristband electrode.
The remaining board, the sternum PPG board, contains three pairs of SFH7060s (Os-
ram) and MAX86140s (Maxim Integrated). We selected the SFH7060 over the SFH7072
due to the increased area of the photodiodes, increasing the total sensitivity and compen-
sating for the decreased perfusion at the sternum when compared to the wrist. Since the
SFH7060 only includes a single photodiode, we selected the one-channel MAX86140.
The ECG is sampled at 1kHz, the accelerometer and gyroscope are sampled at 500 Hz,
the enviromental sensor is sampled at 33 Hz, and each PPG sensor is sampled at 333Hz,
and the data is temporarily saved to the SD card. The watch interfaces with the computer
through a microUSB port on the main board and is accessible through a cut-out in the case.
The HeartPulse App (Department of Anesthesiology, Northwestern Medical, Chicago, IL)
communicates with the microcontroller to pull and subsequently delete data on the SD card,
freeing up space for future measurements. Additionally, the inserted microUSB interfaces
with a battery charger (BQ24232RGTR, Texas Instruments) to charge the battery.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Main board that includes the ATSAM4LS8B microcontroller, ADXL355
accelerometer, BMG250 gyroscope, BME280 environmental sensor, SD card, charging
circuit, and connectors to the daughter boards. An on-board microUSB port allows for data
transfer and battery charging. (b) The wrist PPG/ECG board with three pairs of SFH7072
photodiodes/LEDs and MAX86141 AFEs and the ADS1291 ECG AFE. (c) Sternum PPG
board with three pair of SFH7060 photodiodes/LEDs and MAX86140.
4.3.2 Device Operations
We designed the watch to operate in three modes: standby, continuous, and PTT measure-
ment mode. During standby mode, all sensors on the device are shut down except for a PPG
on the wrist, and the watch waits for an interrupt from a PPG which was configured to act
as a proximity sensor. When an object approaches the sensor, as when the user places the
watch on the wrist (Figure 4.8b), an interrupt flag is set, and the watch transitions to con-
tinuous mode. During this mode, the green PPGs, accelerometer, and gyroscope are active
and sample at 125Hz. The environmental sensor is also turned on and samples at 4 Hz. The
lower sample rate saves power while providing enough context for activity classification.
The watch transitions to PTT measurement mode when the ECG senses a lead-on event.
When wearing the watch on the wrist, the user will need to touch the wrist-band electrode
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Figure 4.8: (a) To take a complete measurement, subjects place a finger or thumb on the
wrist electrode. (b) When there is no contact with the electrode and watch is on the wrist,
the watch reduces power by lowering the sample rate and only turning on certain sensors.
(c) Ensemble averaged waveforms from a single 30-second recording. (d) Recordings dur-
ing a 10-minute walk outside where 30-second measurements were taken four times.
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with hand contralateral to the watch (as seen in Figure 4.8a). During this mode, all sensors
are sampled at the full rate as previously described. Figure 4.8c shows the ensemble average
of the ECG, SCG, GCG, and PPG, during a 30-second recording while the watch was
operating in the PTT measurement mode.
Figure 4.8d shows the recordings of all sensors during a 10-minute walk outdoors.
When the user touched the wrist electrode, the watch successfully transitioned to PTT mea-
surement mode, increasing the sample rate and sampling from all sensors. When the finger
was removed, the watch returned to continuous mode, decreasing the sample rate and only
sensing from sensors that give activity context for determining physiological states. Con-
figuring the watch to transition between these modes reduces power consumption, reduces
memory needs, and indicates timings of PTT measurements.
4.4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we developed a watch-based system to measure PTT after recording the
SCG at the sternum and PPG at the wrist during a simple maneuver. We tested the de-
vice over different days and showed an improvement in BP estimation over wrist-based
PAT methods. We then modified the design, including additional sensors for improved
hemodynamic tracking during normal daily living activities. We removed the need for ex-
ternal components and made SeismoWatch completely portable with a similar form factor
to commercially available smart watches.
The primary limitation of the SeismoWatch is the need for a cuff-based BP measure-
ment for calibration during the first use and periodical updates to account for slow changes
in arterial stiffness. Potentially, a solution would be to leverage posture-induced changes
in hydrostatic pressure to calibrate the watch. The subjects would adjust their arms to a
specific height above and below the heart, varying the hydrostatic pressure in the arteries.
Both BP and PTT would change, and calibration would be possible. This method requires
an ECG and SCG to measure PEP which would be assumed to remain constant during the
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remaining maneuvers. Then, by measuring the PAT at various levels using the ECG and
PPG, it is possible to derive changes in BP and PTT for calibration. A BP cuff reading
would still be necessary for the initial calibration. Future work will be needed to validate
this proposed work.
Another drawback is that the user is constrained to perform the maneuver while static.
The system requires direct contact to the sternum by the watch due to the SCG’s low signal
and poor coupling to the rest of the body. This factor prevents the user from continuously
monitoring PTT during sports or other high motion activities. However, current cuff-based
systems are also constrained in the same way to static measurements only. Though PTT
cannot be constantly monitored, the green wrist PPGs and inertial sensors can continuously
record heart rate and activity levels. These sensors would determine the optimal time to
take a measurement, such as periods of high heart rate or high activity, and the watch can
indicate to the user to take a reading.
Future work will also be needed to validate SeimsoWatch 2.0. First, lab-based studies
should determine the impact of adding the gyroscope in the detection of the AO. Using
data from multiple days and various perturbations, supervised learning techniques could
estimate the AO based on features of the accelerometer and gyroscope [106]. Furthermore,
improvements in the portability enable studies in subjects during normal activities of daily
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5.1 Conclusion
Hypertension is a major health care concern afflicting nearly half of the US population. To
exacerbate matters, hypertension is the leading risk factors for cardiovascular diseases, the
number one cause of death worldwide. Cuff-less home monitoring solutions for estimat-
ing BP would potentially allow for improved detection and management of hypertension.
Physicians would then be able to properly identify the patient’s needs and develop patient
specific strategies to combat the disease.
In this thesis, we developed techniques to measure PTT, a potential alternative to the
cuff. We first modified a scale to measure PTT. We validated the BCG as a proximal timing
reference and created sensors to extract the distal timing reference at the foot. We refined
the distal sensor to extract multiple pulse signals and automatically select the signal of
larger arteries that are more correlated to BP. We established scale PTT as a improvement
over PAT-based systems at estimating BP. We then developed a PTT monitoring device in a
watch form factor. We showed that the watch is able to extract timing references by simul-
taneously measuring the SCG and PPG at the wrist. We again showed an improvement of
this system over conventional PAT-based systems. We improved this device, allowing for
portable at-home measurements to be taken in future studies. Both these systems provide a
convenient means for extracting PTT at home, thus allowing for the tracking of BP. More
importantly, these devices utilized methods that were physiology-based to improve the es-
timation of BP over current timing-based methods. In sum, this work established methods
that are convenient and robust enough for out-of-clinic monitoring, potentially improving
the control of cardiovascular diseases.
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5.2 Future Work
Various future research directions could stem from this work. Both the watch and scale
include multiple sensors that could be extended to more hemodynamic parameters other
than just PTT. For example, SeismoWatch could be used to measure the left ventricular
ejection time (LVET) and provide a measurement of cardiac contractility. Additionally,
algorithms could be developed to extract a more comprehensive set of features from the
various sensors and be used to improve the estimations of BP.
The major limitation of PTT that will need to be addressed in future work is the need
for calibration. In our studies, we altered BP and PTT through various intervention and
measured the change. By using a clinical BP monitor, we were able to capture continuous
BP measurement, allowing for a relatively large amount of data points to develop a reliable
calibration curve between PTT and BP. Additionally, the continuous measurement gave us
direct feedback of BP during the study to ensure that the interventions were having the
desired effect and that we were able to make subtle changes—such as asking the subject to
increase effort during exercise. In an unsupervised setting outside the lab, it may be difficult
to establish a wide range and large set of BP and PTT values in a convenient manner.
Future work should attempt to reduce the burden of calibration while using the devices
developed in this work [107]. One method could be to develop convenient techniques to
vary BP and thus PTT. This could be as simple as taking both BP and PTT measurements
at different times during the day, ideally over multiple days. BP typically peaks around
mid-morning and decreases as the day goes on [107], potentially creating a large enough
range to create a calibration curve. To increase the convenience, wearable sensors could
indicate optimal times to take a BP and PTT measurements, ensuring a large range of val-
ues. Another method is to attempt to only perform single point calibration, and utilize the
features from all cardiac sensors to determine the “state” of BP compared to the single mea-
surement (elevated, reduced, etc.). Potentially the most exhaustive method is to eliminate
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the need for calibration by assessing the CVD risk factors associated with relative changes
in PTT. Thus, by providing changes in PTT values could indicate hemodynamic status to
physician. This would be beneficial in scenarios where traditional BP readings are difficult
to obtain, such as during sleep. While PTT may not be able to completely replace BP as
the gold standard for continuous monitoring, it could potentially complement BP readings
and provide a more complete understanding of a patient’s cardiovascular health.
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